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Rotation Invariance in Exemplar-based
Image Inpainting
Martin Eller and Massimo Fornasier
Abstract. Due to their good performance on textured images, exemplar-based methods for image recovery have been subject of research in recent years. In this work, the
variational framework of exemplar-based inpainting is reviewed and enriched by rotation invariance as an additional degree of freedom in patch searching. For an efficient
rotation invariant comparison of image patches we present methods based on sampled
Circular Harmonics (CH) expansions, in particular, we also elaborate a method for
gradient-based comparisons thanks to the property of CH of being eigenfunctions of
the Laplacian. These new pattern matching methods allow for an extremely efficient
implementation of the alternating optimization scheme of exemplar-based inpainting,
also when rotation invariant patch matching is considered. The patch non-local means
algorithm and its performance in the recovery of image structures and textures are
described in detail and we demonstrate by numerical examples the significant improvement in recovering smooth edges, which is due to the additional rotation invariance.
Keywords. Exemplar-based inpainting, rotation invariance, circular harmonics, fast
Fourier transform, variational methods, alternating minimization algorithms.
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1 Introduction to inpainting

1 Introduction to inpainting
1.1 The inpainting problem
An important task in image processing is the process of filling in missing parts
of damaged images or object removal. Usually the information is obtained from
The authors acknowledge the support of the START Project “Sparse Approximation and
Optimization in High-Dimensions”.
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the surrounding parts of the image. This problem, which basically can be seen
as an interpolation task, is called image inpainting. The inpainting problem
treats the question of how to construct an image u on the image domain Ω ⊂ R2 ,
when image data is not available inside some (damaged) domain O ⊂ Ω, called
inpainting domain or hole, and one only possesses image information û outside
the hole, i.e., in Oc = Ω \ O (cf. Figure 1). Usually one considers the case where
u = û in Oc .

Oc = Ω \ O

O

Figure 1: The inpainting problem. The task is to find a reconstructed image u
which is supported on the image domain Ω ⊂ R2 , lacking the image information
in the inpainting domain O. The image data û is only available in Oc . Typically,
one considers the restriction constraint u|Oc = û.

Applications. Among a wide range of applications, digital image inpainting is used for the restoration of ancient paintings [BFMS08], an automated
scratch removal in old photographs and films, and for text (subtitles, date
stamps, etc.) or object removal in photo and video editing [KMFR95, BSCB00,
CS01, CPT04]. More special applications are concerned with zooming or superresolution of images [CS01], removal of laser glares in video-sequences [CCB03],
and even CT raw data inpainting in X-ray imaging [GZYXC06].
Different approaches. Lately, image inpainting has become an active field of
research in the mathematical image processing community. In the past years,
several different approaches have been used and a large variety of methods
have been proposed. These methods can roughly be divided into two groups:
geometry-oriented and texture-oriented or exemplar-based methods. We shall
give a brief overview on different methods which have been developed.
Geometry-oriented methods.
Geometry-oriented methods are often based on modeling the reconstructed image as the solution of a partial differential equation (PDE). Pioneering works
include [CMS98], where an approach on image interpolation was introduced,
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a level lines-based method presented in [MM98], and the work [BSCB00]. Inspired by these early papers, the geometry-based methods have been extended
to different applications and, inspired by physical processes (cf. [BM07]) or
variational techniques, other models have been introduced. In [CS01], a regularization term, taking into account the total variation, was proposed. Later
this idea was extended by Tschumperlé et al. who presented a framework
for arbitrary vector-valued regularization techniques [TD05]. The PDE-based
methods have been extended for application to video-sequences [CCB03], for
application on ancient frescoes [BFMS08] and to encounter higher-order PDE’s
[Sc09].
Geometry-oriented methods are local in the sense that in their discretization
the value of each pixel is only dependent on values of the neighboring pixels.
As a consequence, among all the data available throughout the image domain
these methods only use the data obtained from the boundary of the inpainting
domain to accomplish the inpainting task.
In general, these methods show good performance in the propagation of gradients or smooth level lines. However, they fail in presence of texture and are
therefore also often referred to as cartoon inpainting [ESQD05].
Exemplar-based inpainting
In his 1948 article on A Mathematical Theory of Communication Claude Shannon introduced an interesting way of producing English-sounding written texts
using n-grams (a sequence of n characters from a given sequence of text) [Sh48].
The English language is modeled as a Markov chain: an n-gram is assumed to
completely determine the probability distribution of the next letter. Using a
large sample of the language (e.g., a book) one can build up a library of probability tables for each n-gram.
In their work dated to 1999, which received much consideration afterwards,
Eufros and Leung generalized this idea to images by interpreting image texture
as a statistical model, where the value of each pixel is statistically determined
by its neighborhood [EL99]. This concept was picked up and further analyzed
by Wei and Levoy [WL00] and justified in terms of probability theory by Levina
and Bickel [LB06]. Criminisi et al. applied the concept to inpainting problems
like object removal in [CPT04].
Differently from geometry-based inpainting, the texture-based methods are
allowed to scan the whole image and, therefore, are non-local methods. They
are often referred to as exemplar-based approaches, since exemplars from outside
of the inpainting region are used for the inpainting task.
As it was pointed out in [DSC03] the exemplar-based inpainting task can be
interpreted as the process of finding a correspondence map Γ : O → Oc , which
for each point x in the inpainting domain O assigns a position Γ(x) ∈ Oc where
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the image is known. The inpainted image is then given by copying the image
information from Oc into O according to the correspondence map Γ (cf. Fig.
2). The algorithms in [EL99, WL00] are greedy methods for the computation
of a suitable correspondence map, since each pixel in the inpainting domain is
visited only once. As it was shown in [CPT04] the quality of the result heavily
depends on the order in which the pixels are processed.

y

x

x′
y′

O
Õ

Figure 2: The image displays the setting of exemplar-based inpainting. The
region Õ ⊂ Ω is considered to be the set of all centers whose patches intersect
with O. (The size of the set thus depends on the choice of the patch radius.)
Also a correspondence map is displayed: For a good inpainting image the patch
around x ∈ Õ should look similar to the one around y = Γ(x) ∈ Õc .
In order to realize the computation of a suitable correspondence map Γ, the
authors of [DSC03] propose the minimization of the following functional
Z Z

E(Γ) =
O

|û(Γ(x + h)) − û(Γ(x) + h)|2 dhdx,

(1.1)

Ωp

where Ωp ⊂ R2 denotes the patch domain, a bounded set centered in (0, 0).
The diameter of the patch domain is a parameter which should be chosen such
that it matches the size of the textures in the image; we will discuss this issue
in Section 3.3. The solution u to the inpainting problem is then given by
u(x) = û(Γ(x)), for x ∈ O.
The functional in (1.1) has been further analyzed in [ALM10] and extended
to piecewise roto-translation maps. The authors state that the energy functional (1.1) is highly non-convex and no efficient way is known to compute its
minimizer(s).
In order to compute at least “surrogate” minimizers, a relaxation of (1.1)
was introduced in [WSI07, KSY09]. The relaxed functional then reads as
Z Z

E(u, Γ) =
Õ

|u(x + h) − û(Γ(x) + h)|2 dhdx,

(1.2)

Ωp

where Õ := O + Ωp is the set of all centers of patches which intersect with O
(see Fig. 2). The authors propose an alternating optimization scheme as an
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iterative approach to compute minimizers and as a consequence, the unknown
image is then determined in the course of the optimization process and not
limited to the constraint u(x) = û(Γ(x)), for x ∈ O, see also Section 3.1. The
minimization of (1.2) with respect to Γ, whenever u is fixed coincides with the
computation of the best matching patch in the L2 -norm.
This model has been subject of further analysis in [AFC11, AFCS11], where
existence of minimizers and convergence of the alternating optimization scheme
to critical points of the functional in (1.2) was proven. Furthermore, other
error functions apart from the L2 -norm have been introduced, which measure
differently the distance of the patterns on two patches and also interfere with
the image synthesis. We will gain further insight on this matter in Section 3.
The non-local exemplar-based approach of [EL99, WL00] has also found applications in other fields of mathematical image processing. In [AW05, KB08,
KBC08] the concept has been applied to image denoising and in [GO08] it was
used for the regularization of inverse problems in imaging. In contrary to the
image inpainting task, one explicitly wants the contribution of multiple patches
from different locations in the image. Hence, the appropriate correspondence
maps are not one-to-one, but one-to many (or fuzzy), and usually represented
by a weight function w : Ω × Ω → R, where Ω is the image domain and for each
x, w(x, ·) represents the weight of the contribution of each image location to
the point x.
Picking up this idea, the authors of [AFC11, AFCS11] also present an analysis for the variational framework for exemplar-based inpainting with fuzzy
correspondence maps, which can be seen as an inpainting task with a certain
denoising effect, depending on a regularization parameter T (see Section 3 for
details).
Exemplar-based inpainting methods yield impressive results in recovering
textures and repetitive structures. Unfortunately, their ability to create nice
geometry without any example is limited and not well understood (cf. Section 3.3). It has been tried to combine geometry-oriented and texture-oriented
methods, but most results require human intervention or split the image in
structure/cartoon and texture components (see for instance [ESQD05]).

1.2 Aims of this work
In the summary of the previous section, we concluded that exemplar-based inpainting methods may have difficulties in reproducing geometry, whenever there
is a lack of suitable exemplars. In this work we want to enrich the capability
of exemplar-based inpainting methods presented in [AFC11, AFCS11] with an
additional degree of freedom, by allowing the algorithm to rotate the available
patches by arbitrary rotation angles. As a consequence the variety of available
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patches is heavily increased and thereby the potential of the algorithm to recreate geometry and structure is enhanced. For instance, whenever the edge of a
round object is presented as damaged and there are no other similar portions
around, the ability to rotate patches is of utmost importance for a successful
reconstruction of the image, as we can see in the following example in Figure 3,
where an algorithm without rotations (NR) is compared to a rotation invariant
one (R).

(a) Inpainting problem.

(d) NR, 25 iter.

(b) Initialization.

(c) Original.

(e) R, 25 iter.

Figure 3: First row, from left to right: a) Inpainting problem. The inpainting
domain is indicated by the gray box. b) Zoom on the initialization of the
inpainting domain. The initalization is already close to the original image
shown in c). Second row: Inpainting results, without rotations d) and under
consideration of rotation e).
For this purpose, we will introduce in Section 2 new error functions, measuring how the patterns of two patches coincide, which additionally incorporate
rotation invariance. Thereafter, we shall present an efficient way for the fast
computation of these error functions based on the Circular Harmonics expansion (see Sec. 2.2). These methods are inspired by the work [FT05], where a
mathematical approach is presented to reorganize fragments of famous Italian
frescoes by A. Mantegna, which were destroyed during World War II.
In Section 3, issues related to the practical implementation of rotation invariant exemplar-based inpainting algorithms will be discussed and results of
numerical experiments will be presented.
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We shall conclude our work with a thorough analysis of the different variational models and their associated functionals. We shall prove the existence
of minimizers to functionals similar to (1.2), but additionally incorporating the
rotation invariant error functions from Section 2, and examine the properties
of these minimizers in Theorem 4.6 and Propositions 4.1, 4.7, and 4.13. Furthermore, the alternated optimization of these functionals will be subject of
investigation and we will show convergence to critical points of the respective
energies in Propositions 4.10, 4.12, and 4.18. To round up Section 4, we give
some concluding remarks and discuss future work.
Let us briefly go through some of the relevant original results which are
developed in this work.
Although in the literature rotation invariance in non-local image recovery
has already been considered, for instance in [KBC08], in their work, due to the
computational costs, the authors used only a discrete set of rotation angles. In
the numerical experiments, for instance, they used rotations of 0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ ,
and 270◦ , because they are fast to be computed on rectangular image grids.
Their results in non-local denoising are nevertheless dissatisfactory (cf. [KBC08,
Sec. 3.2, in particular Fig. 9]), precisely because of the use of discrete sets of
angles, which are really way too coarse to be considered an effective additional
degree of freedom. In this work not only do we allow for arbitrary angles, but
our procedure also has a computational cost which is comparable with the one of
considering only four discrete angles, see Section 3, in particular Subsection 3.1
for the details. Our numerical results show dramatic improvements in geometry
recovery thanks to the use of arbitrary angles (Fig. 3 and further examples in
Sec. 3.3).
A further original result is the extension of the analysis in [AFC11, AFCS11],
where rotations were not yet incorporated. In this work, the analysis is developed very carefully and in detail for the case of arbitrary rotation angles. In
particular, following the tracks of the proof of the fundamental lemma [AFC11,
Lemma 1], we not only extend the proof to rotation invariance but, for the sake
of providing an easy-to-read review, we take the liberty of developing the details
of the proof, which was given in a slighly more sketchy way in [AFC11, AFCS11].
The implementation of the rotation invariant matching is built upon the library written by M. Fornasier for the Mantegna project [FT05, CCFF+ 06].
However, the application to exemplar-based inpainting required many different improvements and modifications, which are elaborated in detail in Section
2. In particular, we introduce an efficient method for the comparison of two
patches in a weighted L2 -norm, whose weight function is rotation invariant.
The computation of the matching coefficient in [FT05] is extended by the Circular Harmonic moments, whose angular frequency index m = 0, and without
much further computational cost the precise L2 -scalar product between the two
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patches is computed for the best rotation angle. This allows for an approach
to the so called patch non-local means scheme of exemplar-based inpainting (cf.
(2.2), Sec. 2).
Finally, we elaborate an efficient and precise approach for the treatment of
gradient-based patch comparison exploiting the property of the Circular Harmonics of being eigenfunctions, not only of rotation operators, but also of the
Laplacian. In Section 2.5 we present a novel approach for the comparison of
the gradients of two patches in a weighted L2 -norm, whenever the weight functions are suitably chosen. For the application to exemplar-based inpainting,
this permits an efficient approach in the rotation invariance setting for the so
called patch non-local Poisson scheme, which was introduced in [AFCS11] without considering rotations. Due to the diagonalization of the Laplacian provided
by the Circular Harmonics, our gradient-based patch comparison method has
a similar computational cost as the weighted L2 -norm approach from above.
In particular, thanks again to the eigenfunction properties, the gradient of the
patches is evaluated analytically and no finite difference approximations are
needed.

1.3 Notation
Gray-scale images are denoted as functions u, û : Ω → [0, 1] ⊂ R, where Ω
denotes the image domain, usually a rectangle in R2 . Pixel positions are denoted
by x, y, z or h, the latter for positions inside the patch. A patch of u centered
at x is denoted by pu (x) := pu (x, ·) : Ωp → R, where Ωp is a disk of radius
r centered at the origin, i.e., Ωp = Br (0). The patch is formally defined by
pu (x, h) := u(x + h), where h ∈ Ωp . Sometimes we will abbreviate px :=
pu (x) and rotations by an angle θ of a patch px will sometimes be denoted
as px,θ . As shown in Figure 1, O ⊂ Ω is the hole or inpainting domain, and
Oc := Ω \ O. Usually we will denote by u the part of the image inside the
hole, while û is the part of the image in Oc . Furthermore, we define Õ, the
extended inpainting domain, as the set of centers of patches that intersect the
hole, i.e., Õ := O + Ωp = {x ∈ Ω : (x + Ωp ) ∩ O 6= ∅} and Õc := Ω \ Õ.
Then patches pû (y), centered in y ∈ Õc , are entirely outside of O (cf. Fig. 2).
Additional notation will be introduced in the text. We assume for the reader
a certain level of familiarity with Fourier analysis, function spaces (Lebesgue
spaces Lp , Sobolev spaces W p,k , the space BV of functions of bounded variation
...), partial differential equations (Poisson equation ...), variational methods
(compactness arguments, such as the direct method of calculus of variations,
weak convergences ...). Nevertheless, for the more advanced results, we provide
specific references to ensure a fully conscious reading also to nonexperts.
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2 Rotation invariant image pattern recognition
As we have seen in the previous section, an important task in mathematical
image processing, particularly in exemplar-based image inpainting, is the comparison of image patterns. In this section we want to discuss ways to find the
best-matching patch to a given patch, out of a pool of possible patches with
a certain image pattern. In Section 2.1 we will introduce different patch error
functions which penalize deviations of the patterns of two patches. In the subsequent subsections we will present an efficient method to compare patches in
the L2 -norm. The methods described here use the rotation invariance properties of the Circular Harmonics basis for an efficient and robust computation of
the similarity of two patches.

2.1 Patch error functions
The underlying idea of exemplar-based image inpainting is that the value of a
pixel is statistically dependent by a set of pixels around it [EL99, WL00, LB06].
Thus the comparison of patches plays a crucial role. This intrinsically arises the
question, by which error function the similarity of patches should be measured.
Patches are functions defined on Ωp ⊂ R2 and live on a suitable space X which
suits to the error function which is associated to it. In our setting Ωp should be
chosen to be the open disk of radius r with center in the origin, Br (0), as the
natural choice for a rotation symmetric patch domain. We shall now discuss
some possible choices for error functions  : X → R+ ∪ {0}. Furthermore we
add additional degrees of freedom by admitting the choice of an intra-patch
weight function g : Ωp → R+ . The intra-patch weight function g should also be
radially symmetric, i.e. g(h) = g(|h|). As an example, we may think of
1
1
g(h) = √ e− 2
σ 2π

|h| 2
σ



,

(2.1)

the bivariate Gaussian probability density function with zero mean and isotropic
standard deviation σ.
Let us define the rotation operator, acting on a function f (ρ, θ) in polar
coordinates (ρ, θ) for an arbitrary angle α as Rα f (ρ, θ) = f (ρ, θ + α) and,
for later use, the rotation map of angle α around the origin rα (x) : R2 →
R2 , (r, θ) 7→ (r, θ + α), such that Rα f (x) = f (rα (x)).
Here are some examples of patch error functions which include rotations:
Patch non-local means. A square penalization term is used for the pixelwise error. As a result the patch error function becomes a weighted squared
L2 -norm. We write:
kpu (x) −

Rθ pû (y)k2L2 (g)

Z

:=
Ωp

|u(x + h) − û(y + rθ (h))|2 g(h)dh.

(2.2)
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In this case we set X = L2 (Ωp ). For g ≡ 1 the patch non-local means error
function reduces to the usual squared L2 -norm. The scalar product associated
√ √
to this Hilbert normed space will be denoted as h·, ·ig and is equal to h g·, g·i
or hg·, ·i when written in terms of the usual L2 -scalar product. The g-weighted
L2 -norm k · kL2 (g) will also be denoted as k · kg .
Patch non-local medians. The penalization term for the pixel-wise error is
taken to be the absolute value | · |. As a result the patch error function becomes
a weighted L1 -norm. We write:
kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)kL1 (g) :=

Z

|u(x + h) − û(y + rθ (h))|g(h)dh.

Ωp

In this case we set X = L1 (Ωp ). For g ≡ 1 the patch non-local means error
function reduces to the standard L1 -norm.
Furthermore one can use gradient-based error functions. These error functions are able to find matching patterns even if they differ by additive brightness.
Patch non-local Poisson. A square penalization term is used for the pixelwise gradient error. As a result the patch error function becomes
k∇pu (x) − ∇Rθ pû (y)k2L2 (g) :=

Z

|∇u(x + h) − ∇û(y + rθ (h))|2 g(h)dh. (2.3)

Ωp

In this case the natural choice for X is W 1,2 (Ωp ). The g-weighted L2 -norm of
the gradient k∇ · kL2 (g) will also be denoted as k · kg,∇ .
Patch non-local gradient medians. If we choose X = W 1,1 (Ωp ), the corresponding patch error function is
k∇pu (x) − ∇Rθ pû (y)kL1 (g) :=

Z

|∇u(x + h) − ∇û(y + rθ (h))|g(h)dh.

Ωp

In principle the above error functions can also be linearly combined or carried
to Lp , p ≥ 1.
In the variational framework of exemplar-based inpainting the patch error
function is not only used as a criterion for the similarity of patches but also
determines the image synthesis. It therefore plays a crucial role which we will
further investigate in the subsequent sections.
Since, for a given patch px , we want to compute the best-matching patch
py,θ , where the best rotation angle θ is not known a priori, an efficient algorithm should not be based on a pixel-by-pixel comparison but rather employ
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an expansion in a suitable basis. In this work we restrict the further analysis to the case of error functions derived from the L2 -norm since they can be
calculated efficiently using the Circular Harmonics basis. For general results
with error functions based on the L1 -norm the interested reader is referred to
[AFCS11]. Another approach for the computation of best matching patches is
the PatchMatch correspondence algorithm [BSFG09], [BSGF10].

2.2 Circular Harmonics basis
Definition and basic properties
For a thorough introduction of the Circular Harmonics, we consider the Laplace
eigenvalue problem on a disk of radius r with Dirichlet boundary conditions



1,2
∞ B (0) ,

ψ
∈
W
(B
(0))
∩
C

r
r
0


∆ψ = λψ,



ψ(x) = 0,

(2.4)

λ ∈ C,
∀x ∈ ∂Br (0).

From (2.4) we obtain a sequence of eigenfunctions (ψi )i∈N with eigenvalues λi
which, when normalized, form an orthonormal basis for L2 (Br (0)).
The system of eigenfunctions to the above problem can be identified with
the compactly supported Circular Harmonics functions on Br (0), which, when
written in polar coordinates (ρ, θ), read as
ρ imθ
cm,n
Jm jm,n
e ,
r
r


em,n,r (ρ, θ) :=



m ∈ Z, n ∈ N,

(2.5)

where Jm denotes the Bessel-functions of first kind and order m, (jm,n )n∈N
denotes the (increasing) sequence of the positive roots of Jm , see [Wa66] for
details, and cm,n the normalization constant. Furthermore the eigenvalues as

j

2

sociated to em,n,r are well-known, and explicitly given by λm,n,r := − m,n
.
r
A crucial observation is that the Laplace operator commutes with the rotations Rα . As a consequence the em,n,r are simultaneously eigenfunctions of
both operators. In particular, for (m, n) ∈ Z × N we have
Rα em,n,r = eimα em,n,r .

(2.6)

This property (referred to as self-steerability in [AS86]) will be of utmost importance for the detection of the mutual rotation when comparing the image
pattern on two given patches.
As we can see in Figure 4 the Circular Harmonics possess a certain structure
with respect to radial and angular frequencies. With increasing m the term eimθ
in (2.5) causes increasing oscillatory behavior in θ, whereas with increasing n
the radial frequency increases. Also, the Fourier transform of a compactly
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supported Circular Harmonic function Fem,n,r ∈ L1 has a fast decay in its
radial direction (Fem,n,r (ρ, θ) ∼ ρ−5/2 ) and has its predominant frequencies at
radial distance jm,n /r [Fo99, Wo79], see also Figure 5. We will now discuss why
these properties are important once the Circular Harmonics are sampled and
applied to discrete signals.

Figure 4: [FT05] Real part of some compactly supported Circular Harmonics, ordered by angular (abscissa) and radial (ordinate) frequencies, depending,
respectively, on the parameters m ∈ Z and n ∈ N.

Sampling of Circular Harmonics
For our purpose, the application to digital images, the Circular Harmonics will
not be used in the continuous setting, but in the discrete one. An important
and classical result in the theory of digital-to-analog signal conversion, which
guarantees an error-free passage from continuous to discrete signals, is Shannon’s sampling theorem. It gives a relation of the sampling rate necessary to
obtain the full information of a signal f after discrete sampling to its bandwidth, i.e., the localization of its Fourier-transform F(f ). We recall that the
one-dimensional Fourier-transform of a signal f is given by
F(f )(ω) :=

Z ∞

f (t) e−i2πωt dt.

(2.7)

−∞

If the Fourier-transform of f is such that F (f )(ω) = 0 for all |ω| ≥ B, B > 0,
then the sampling theorem states that f is completely determined by giving its
1
ordinates at a series of points spaced 2B
one from the other [Sh98]. Functions,
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Figure 5: [FT05] Absolute value of the Fourier transform of the compactly
supported Circular Harmonics function e3,2,10 . The predominant frequencies
are at radial distance j3,2 /10 from the origin. The fast decay in radial direction
is visualized.

whose Fourier-transform fulfills the above condition, are also called bandlimited
functions. The theorem easily extends to higher dimensions, simply by tensor
product. As a corollary of the sampling theorem, the scalar product of bandlimited functions f, g, is preserved under sampling, i.e., hf, giL2 = hf, gi`2 , see
[Fo03b, Theorem 3.4].
If functions are not suitably bandlimited, i.e., the sampling process violates
the above bound established in [Sh98], signals, which were different before the
sampling, become indistinguishable (or aliases of one another) when sampled.
In signal processing this ambiguity is referred to as aliasing. For a more thorough introduction to aliasing we refer to [MN88].
In Section 2.2 we have seen that the Circular Harmonics are not bandlimited,
but their Fourier-transforms have a fast decay in radial direction. Choosing
suitable norms to measure the tails of the Fourier-transforms we can estimate
the aliasing error, the distortion of a signal under sampling, details in [Fo99,
Sections 2, 3] and [Fo03b, Thm. 3.4]. As a consequence for any desired precision
ε > 0 and any radius r there exists a sampling rate τ > 0, i.e., a sampling
grid τ Z2 , and a frequency set Φr,ε containing frequency pairs (m, n) such that
the corresponding em,n,r have an aliasing error which can be controlled by ε.
Here, on purpose and for the sake of a conciser presentation, we do not wish
to enter the details of the sampling theory applied to Circular Hamonics, but
limit ourselves to state the fundamental facts. We will denote these sampled
functions with "·s " for "sampled" whenever it is important to stress the difference
to their corresponding analog versions. Analogously Brs (0) ⊂ τ Z2 denotes the
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sampled disk Brs (0) ∩ τ Z2 .
For an adequate choice of ε > 0 (and thus of sampling rate τ > 0 small
enough so that esm,n,r = em,n,r |τ Z2 is affected by small aliasing errors) we have
that
hesm,n,r , esm0 ,n0 ,r i`2 (τ Z2 ) ≈ hem,n,r , em0 ,n0 ,r i = δ(m,n),(m0 ,n0 ) , ∀(m, n), (m0 , n0 ) ∈ Φr,ε ,
(2.8)
and thus (esm,n,r )(m,n)∈Φr,ε forms an near-orthonormal system, which implies
that the sampled functions keep linearly independent. If we choose #Φr,ε ≥
#Brs (0) (note: this is not possible for arbitrary ε) the system Φr,ε is a frame for
`2 (Brs (0)) (see, e.g., [Fo03a] for the definition of a frame and some of their properties). Examples for admissible frequency sets of Circular Harmonics functions
can be seen in Figures 4 and 6.
8
n

6
4
2
0

2

4

6

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
m

Figure 6: Example of a frequency set Φr,ε defined as the set of couples (m, n)
√
such that jm,n ≤ 2π τr ε for m ≥ 0, ε = 0.1, τ = 1, and r = 15. The points
with m = 0 (white) are not needed for the detection of the best rotation angle,
for negative m’s the set is the mirror image of the positive branch with respect
to the line m = 0.

Self-steerability of sampled Circular Harmonics
Again as a consequence of [Fo03b, Theorem 3.4], the self-steerability can be carried over to the case of discrete compactly supported Circular harmonics esm,n,r
in an approximate way: For any rotation operator Rα and suitably bandlimited
function f we have that
h(Rα f )s , esm,n,r i`2 ≈ hRα f, em,n,r i = hf, R−α em,n,r i = hf, e−imα em,n,r i
≈ eimα hf s , esm,n,r i`2

(2.9)

holds for all (m, n) ∈ Φr,ε . As announced before, this property will be used
to detect mutual angles when checking for similarities in the patterns of two
patches.
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Since image data, in gray levels or the separated color RGB channels, can be
interpreted as a function with real values, we shall only be using the positive
moments. Indeed, for real signals fre = fre we have
hfre , e−m,n,r i = hfre , (−1)m em,n,r i = (−1)m hfre , em,n,r i

(2.10)

and thus no additional information is obtained from the moments m < 0.
Furthermore, the moments for m = 0 are rotation-invariant and thus redundant
for detection of mutual angles. To calculate mutual angles it hence suffices to
include pairs of (m, n) in Φr,ε which have m > 0.
We are now ready to discuss algorithms which detect mutual angles for
matching patterns.

2.3 Mutual angle detection algorithms
In this section we will get to know algorithms which detect mutual angles between image patterns on disk patches. We shall start with an ideal method to
better grasp the rotation invariance properties of Circular Harmonics. Thereafter we shall describe a method for mutual angle detection based on CHmoments which was introduced in [FT05].
For the remainder of this section we will without loss of generality assume
the sampling grid size τ = 1. Furthermore, we have seen above, that the finite dimensional system (esm,n,r )(m,n)∈Φr,ε is almost orthonormal and spans a
#Φr,ε -dimensional subspace of `2 (Brs (0)) which we will denote as SΦ . Increasing the dimension of SΦ by adding more (m, n)’s to Φr,ε yields a larger space
which spans more signals f , in particular those with very high oscillatory components, however this deteriorates as well the precision ε > 0 and in particular
the faithfulness of the approximations in (2.9), due to larger aliasing errors.
A suitable choice of Φr,ε spans well a broad variety of bandlimited functions
and at the same time guarantees practically negligible aliasing errors. We will
use the approximation symbol "≈" in this view. Equation (2.9) hence ensures
an (almost) error free passage in angle resolution from the continuous to the
discrete setting for any function in SΦ .
Idealized matching coefficient
An ideal matching coefficient comparing two patches should fulfill the following
properties: It should detect the mutual rotation angle between the patches
independently of the original mutual rotation. Hence, we do not want to restrict
to any discrete set of angles. Additionally it should provide a measure of how
similar the patterns of the two patches are to each other. Of course, robustness
to noise is also a requirement, since we have to deal with the aliasing errors
which are due to the discretization of the Circular Harmonics, and noise can
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be also assumed a priori on the image. Of course, an efficient calculation is
desired. It’s plenty to ask, but we shall show now that all of these wishes are
indeed realizable.
A possible definition for a matching coefficient comparing two functions px ∈
L2 (Br (0)), py ∈ L2 (Br (0)) considering a rotation angle θ is given by
M (px , py , θ) :=

hRθ px , py i`2
.
kpx k2 kpy k2

(2.11)

It fulfills the following properties which show the independence of the rotations
of the patches at start:
M (Rα px , py , θ) =
M (Rα px , Rα py , θ) =

hRθ Rα px , py i`2
hRθ+α px , py i`2
=
= M (px , py , θ + α),
kpx k2 kpy k2
kpx k2 kpy k2
hRθ Rα px , Rα py i`2
hRθ px , py i`2
≈
= M (px , py , θ),
kpx k2 kpy k2
kpx k2 kpy k2

where the second property is due to (2.9). Furthermore, the matching coefficient is independent of multiplicative brightness, i.e., for λ ∈ R, λ > 0,
M (λpx , py , θ) = M (px , py , θ). Moreover, since both px and py are non-negative
functions, we have that 0 ≤ M (px , py , θ) ≤ 1 (by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
and kRθ px k2 = kpx k2 ), where M (px , py , θ) = 1 if and only if λRθ px = py for
some λ > 0.
We have mentioned after (2.10) that we can exclude the moments m ≤ 0 from
the detection of the best matching angle. In fact, the contribution of moments
for m < 0 are precisely the same as the ones for m > 0 when considering
M (px , py , θ) and thus yield no further information. Excluding the moments
with m = 0 makes the matching coefficient independent of constant additive
brightness, and even of additive radially symmetric functions φ, i.e., φ(r, θ) =
φ(r), since they are only spanned by the (e0,n,r )n∈N .
As a consequence px and py must not be in SΦ to obtain information about
their mutual angles. The information obtained from their orthogonal projection
to SΦ yields as much information as including the corresponding moments m <
0 and the moments m = 0.
Therefore, let us assume without loss of generality that px , py ∈ SΦ for px , py
real valued signals. From (2.9) we deduce that


px = Re 


X

p(m,n)
esm,n,r  =⇒ Rθ px ≈ Re 
x

(m,n)∈Φr ,ε




X

eimθ p(m,n)
esm,n,r  ,
x

(m,n)∈Φr ,ε

(2.12)
where
:=
denotes the (discrete) CH-moment of the corresponding Circular Harmonics function em,n,r and Re[c] the real part of a complex number c. In view of this equation
(m,n)
px

hpx , esm,n,r i
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X
1
M (px , py , θ) ≈
Re 
kpx k2 kpy k2
(m,n)∈Φ

(m,n) 
py
.
eimθ p(m,n)
x

(2.13)

r ,ε

For a practical computation of the best matching coefficient, when one wants
to find the angle which maximizes it, one needs a relatively fine angle resolution
and to apply a maximization search over (2.13). In the subsequent section we
will investigate a even more efficient way to detect mutual angles.
Matching coefficient via circular sum
(m,n)

Let px

(m,n)

and py

be defined as above. Furthermore, let
p(m)
:=
x

X

p(m,n)
esm,n,r
x

(2.14)

{n|(m,n)∈Φr,ε }
(m)

and likewise py .
Again, we want to find θ ∈ [0, 2π] such that the scalar product hRθ px , py i`2
is maximal. For real valued patches,
the scalar product
can be rewritten as the
h
i
(m) (m)
sum of the scalar products Re hRθ px , py i`2 . Thus for every m we would
like to find the rotation angle θ = θ(m) such that the real part of the scalar
(m) (m)
product hRθ px , py i`2 is maximized. We have the following result:
Assume that
imα
hpx(m) , p(m)
,
y i`2 = re

for some real r > 0 and α ∈ [0, 2π],

(2.15)

(m)

then a rotation angle of −α applied on px is the one which maximizes the
(m) (m)
real part of hRθ px , py i`2 over θ ∈ [0, 2π], since
(m)
−imα (m) (m)
hR−α p(m)
hpx , py i`2 = r,
x , py i`2 = e
(m)

(m)

(2.16)

and |hRθ px , py i`2 | = r for all θ ∈ [0, 2π].
(m) (m)
In this way, the scalar products hpx , py i`2 for different m > 0 suggest
each a possible good rotation angle. Iteratively considering all contributions of
different m’s (suitably weighted with their respective norms) we expect to compute a successive approximation and correction of the best-matching rotation
angle θ. Let us formalize this idea and introduce the circular sum operation to
rigorously define the procedure.
Let us first consider the operator ⊕k :
v
v ⊕k w := v + w
|v|


1−k

.
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For an integer m > 0 we define the circular sum operation on v1 , . . . , vm ∈ C\{0}
by:
m
M

vk := v1 ,

m = 1,

k=1
m
M

vk :=

k=1

m−1
M

!

⊕m vm ,

vk

m > 1.

k=1

For m ∈ N \ {0} and a sequence v1 = ρ1 eiα , . . . , vm = ρm eimα , with ρk > 0
for all k = 1, . . . , m and α ∈ [0, 2π], the circular sum detects α in the following
way:
m
M

iα

vk = e

k=1

m
X

!

ρk .

(2.17)

k=1

This motivates the following definition [FT05]:
M (px , py ) := P
m

(k)
m
M
kpx k2

1
(k)

2
k=1 kpx k2

(k)

(k)

(k)

k=1 kpy k2

hp(k)
x , py i`2 .

(2.18)

(k)

We note that hpx , py i`2 ≈ hpx , py i`2 due to the (almost) orthonormality in
(2.8). The factor

(k)
kpx k2
(k)
kpy k2

(k)

which multiplies the scalar product hpx , py i`2 leads to

a suitable weighting of the different proposed angles and thus to a more robust
(k)
angle detection, since for small values of hpx , py i`2 one might not want to trust
the detected angle as much as the one of more prominent terms [FT05].
Motivated by (2.17) the mutual angle is then given by θ = arg(M (px , py )).
The circular sum and the process of rotating back by the angle calculated so
far guarantee that the calculated matching coefficient |M (px , py )| and rotation
angle arg(M (px , py )) are independent of the mutual rotation as follows:
M (Rα px , py ) ≈

=

(k)
ikα kpx k2 (k)
hpx , py i`2
e
Pm
(k) 2
(k)
kpy k2
k=1 kpx k2 k=1
(k)
m
M
eiα
kpx k2 (k)
hpx , py i`2 = eiα M (px , py ),
Pm
(k) 2
(k)
kp
k
kp
k
x
y
2
k=1
2 k=1

M (Rα px , Rα py ) ≈ P
m

1

m
M

1

(k)
m
M
kpx k2
(k)

2
k=1 kpx k2

(k)

k=1 kpy k2

hp(k)
x , py i`2 = M (px , py ).

Furthermore, we have that 0 ≤ |M (px , py )| ≤ 1 (by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality)
(k)
and |M (px , py )| ≈ 1 if and only if there exists λ > 0 such that λRarg(M (px ,py )) px =
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py for all k = 1, . . . , m. The circular sum has additionally an intrinsic autocorrection property: The error δαk on the angle αk at some k step of the
ciruclar sum is compensated by the next term k + 1. To illustrate this, we
consider the following example, where vk = eikα , k = 1, . . . , m − 2, m, and
vm−1 = ei((m−1)α)+δα . Then
m
M

m−2
M

vk =

k=1

!

vk

!

⊕m−1 vm−1 ⊕m vm

k=1

=



eiα (m − 2) ⊕m−1 vm−1 ⊕m vm









= eiα (m − 2 + eiδα ) ⊕m vm


= eiα m − 2 + eiδα +

m − 2 + eiδα
|m − 2 + eiδα |

!1−m 
.

If 0 < δα  1 and m large enough, a small-angle approximation yields
m − 2 + eiδα
|m − 2 + eiδα |

!1−m

≈ e−iδα ,

and in any case one obtains
m − 2 + eiδα
|m − 2 + eiδα |

!1−m

≈ e−iλδα ,

for some λ ∈ [0, 1]. Thus the correction term e−iλδα always has the opposite
phase sign to the error eiδα done in the step before. This property ensures a
certain stability to noise and robustness of the procedure, since especially for
larger k when the aliasing errors become larger the auto-correction property
ensures a rigid result. The detected angles of small k’s tend to be very accurate
due to the particular circular oscillation behavior of the Circular Harmonics
(see (2.5)).
We will now use the quantities here introduced by means of the Circular
Hamonics to measure the error between two patches in error functions which
are interesting for the inpainting task.

2.4 Rotation invariant L2 -error using the Circular Harmonics
basis
In this subsection we will discuss the calculation of L2 -norm errors between two
image patches for any mutual rotation using the Circular Harmonics basis. Here
we may assume that the best matching angle θ has been already computed as
described in the previous section. We will first work with the standard L2 -norm
and thereafter we consider weighted L2 -norms.
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Constant weight
The term kpx − Rθ py k22 can fruitfully be rewritten as
kpx − Rθ py k22 = kpx k22 − 2hpx , Rθ py i + kRθ py k22 .

(2.19)

Since kRθ py k22 = kpy k22 , the only term depending on the angle of rotation θ is
the scalar product. Let us define
X

p(m)
:=
x

p(m,n)
em,n,r ,
x

(2.20)

n∈N\{0}
(m,n)

where px
= hpx , em,n,r i denotes the CH-moment associated to the corre(m)
sponding basis function em,n,r . Analogously we define py . Then we have
px =

X

p(m)
x .

(2.21)

m∈Z

Due to the orthonormality of the Circular Harmonics and the linearity of the
rotation operator Rθ we can rewrite the scalar product as follows
hpx , Rθ py i =

X

(m)
hp(m)
x , Rθ py i.

(2.22)

m∈Z

Using the self-steerability property (2.6) we have
X

(m)
hp(m)
x , Rθ py i =

m∈Z

X

imθ (m)
hp(m)
py i =
x ,e

m∈Z

X

(m)
e−imθ hp(m)
x , py i.

(2.23)

m∈Z

If px and py are real-valued functions, we can use (2.10) to calculate the real
(m)
(m)
part of the scalar product hpx , Rθ py i for m < 0 with the corresponding
scalar product of the positive m0 = |m|. Let m > 0 and θ ∈ [0, 2π], then
hp(−m)
, Rθ p(−m)
i = eimθ hp(−m)
, p(−m)
i
x
y
x
y
=

X

eimθ h

n∈N\{0}

=

X

eimθ h

hpy , e−m,n,r ie−m,n,r i

n∈N\{0}

X

hpx , em,n,r iem,n,r ,

n∈N\{0}
(m)

X

hpx , e−m,n,r ie−m,n,r ,

hpy , em,n,r iem,n,r i

n∈N\{0}
(m)

(m)

(m)

= e−imθ hpx , py i = hpx , Rθ py i,
h

(−m)

and therefore Re hpx

(−m)

, Rθ py

i

h

(m)

(m)

i

i = Re hpx , Rθ py i , so that

(0)
hpx , Rθ py i = hp(0)
x , py i + 2

X
m∈N\{0}

h

i

(m)
Re e−imθ hp(m)
x , py i .

(2.24)
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As mentioned above, for px , py we can restrict the above computations,
up to negligible aliasing errors, to finite-dimensional spaces spanned by em,n,r
with (m, n) ∈ Φr,ε to calculate Rehpx , Rθ py i. When the computation is run
after the calculation of M (px , py ), see (2.18), to detect the best-matching angle θ, an approximate calculation of (2.24) can be done reasonably fast, since
(m)
(m) (m)
hpx , py i`2 ≈ hpx , py i`2 are already calculated for a suitable frequency set
Φr,ε , which includes only em,n,r ’s whose m ≥ 0. The formula then is
h

i

Re e−imθ hp(m)
x , py i`2 ,

X

hpx , Rθ py i ≈ hp(0)
x , py i`2 + 2

(2.25)

{m|(m,n)∈Φr,ε }
(m)

where px

are defined as
p(m)
=
x

X

hpx , esm,n,r i`2 esm,n,r .

(2.26)

{n|(m,n)∈Φr,ε }

Intra-patch weight function g
In the variational framework of exemplar-based inpainting the error norm is
closely linked to the image synthesis process. It can be useful to choose an
intra-patch weight function g that describes the importance of the information
gathered from different points in the patch. As an example, one may think
of a Gaussian weight. We will gain further insight on this matter in the later
sections.
Let us therefore consider the Patch Non-local Means error function as in
(2.2) which incorporates an intra-patch weight function g. We recall that for
our purpose g : Ωp → R+ should be radially symmetric, i.e. g(h) = g(|h|).
Since
kpx − Rθ py k2g = kpx k2g − 2Rehpx , Rθ py ig + kpy k2g .
(2.27)
the only dependence on θ is again due to the scalar product.
If we assume the rotation angle θ to be known, we could compute the scalar
product as follows:
hpx , Rθ py ig = hg

X
m∈Z

p(m)
x , Rθ

X

0

)
p(m
i=
y

m0 ∈Z

X

(m)
hgp(m)
x , Rθ py i,

(2.28)

m∈Z

where the second equality is due to the fact that g = g(|h|) is a function solely
depending on the radial part of the argument and to the orthogonality of the
eimθ for m 6= m0 . Furthermore, we have that
X
m∈Z

(m)
hgp(m)
x , Rθ py i =

X
m∈Z

(m)
e−imθ hgp(m)
x , py i,

(2.29)
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and since only the real part is of interest, this reduces again to
h

i

(m)
Re e−imθ hgp(m)
x , py i .

X

(0)
hpx , Rθ py ig = hgp(0)
x , py i + 2

(2.30)

m∈N\{0}

In the discrete case for suitable px , py it is again possible to work on a
finite-dimensional subspace spanned by em,n,r where (m, n) ∈ Φr,ε and one
would obtain a formula similar to (2.25) which has summands of the form
(m)
e−imθ hgpx , py i`2 .
For the detection of the optimal rotation angle θ we will use a slightly different
circular sum procedure than described before. It will be based on subspace
(m)
scalar products of the form hgpx , py i`2 to go well along with the calculation
of the g-weighted scalar product. For that we define the following matching
procedure

Mg (px , py ) := M (gpx , py ) = P

k=1m

(k)
m
M
kgpx k2

1
(k)

kgpx k22

(k)

k=1

kpy k2

hgp(k)
x , py i`2 . (2.31)

It is easily seen that this matching coefficient fulfills similar properties as
the matching coefficient defined in (2.18), which are 0 ≤ |M (px , py )| ≤ 1 and
(k)
(k)
|M (px , py )| ≈ 1 if and only if exists λ > 0 such that λRθ̄ px = py , where
θ̄ = arg(M (px , py )), for all k = 1, . . . , m. Furthermore, Mg (px , py ) possesses
the same stability properties as M (px , py ), since they are due to the circular
sum procedure.

2.5 Rotation invariant gradient-based L2 -errors and the
CH-basis
In general, gradient based error functions are expected to have better performance, when the brightness of structures in an image is not constant, for
instance in the case of a graduated shading. Let us now discuss possibilities to
calculate gradient-based error functions using the expansion in CH-moments of
the patches px and py . Again we shall at first discuss this for the usual L2 -norm
and thereafter treat the case of g-weighted norms.
Constant weight
We rewrite the patch non-local Poisson error function from (2.3):
k∇px − ∇Rθ py k22 = k∇px k22 − 2Reh∇px , ∇Rθ py i + k∇py k22 .

(2.32)

Let us examine the rotation angle dependent term h∇px , ∇Rθ py i. Using
integration by parts we have
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h∇px , ∇Rθ py i = h−∆px , Rθ py i + BI = h

X

−∆p(m)
x ,

X

0

)
Rθ p(m
i + BI,
y

m0 ∈Z

m∈Z

(2.33)
where BI denotes the boundary integral term, which can be non-zero and
depending on θ.
Using the notation previously introduced for the Laplace eigenvalue probelm,
we see that
−∆p(m)
=
x

X

X

−p(m,n)
∆em,n,r =
x

−p(m,n)
λm,n em,n,r .
x

(2.34)

n∈N\{0}

n∈N\{0}

where the last equality is due to the fact, that the em,n,r ’s are eigenfunctions of
the Laplacian with eigenvalues λm,n . We define
(m)

px,λ =

X

−p(m,n)
λm,n em,n,r ,
x

(2.35)

n∈N\{0}
(m)

From the definition we immediately see that hpx,λ , em0 ,n,r i = 0, if m 6= m0 .
We deduce that
h∇px , ∇Rθ py i =

(m)

X

hpx,λ , Rθ p(m)
y i + BI.

(2.36)

m∈Z

Assuming for a moment that the boundary integral term BI were zero,
the desired error function value could be calculated once the scalar products
(m) (m)
hpx,λ , py i and the optimal rotation angle θ are known.
These are computed when executing the mutual angle detection algorithm
with suitably sampled functions as follows
M∇ (px , py ) := M (px,λ , py ) = P

(k)

m kp
M
x,λ k2

1
k=1m

(k)
kpx,λ k22 k=1

(k)
kpy k2

(k)

hpx,λ , py i`2 .

(2.37)

where
px,λ =

X (m)

px,λ .

(2.38)

m∈Z

Thanks to the fact that the circular harmonics are eigenfunctions of the
Laplace operator we have just found, that we can use the introduced framework
also for the comparison of gradient-based error functions by simply weighting
its respective moments by their eigenvalues, whenever the boundary integral
BI is assumed to be zero.
We will now see, that a suitably chosen intra-patch weight function g ∈
C0∞ (Ωp ) helps us to force the boundary integral term BI to be zero.
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Intra-patch weight function g
Trying to incorporate a weight function g interferes with the integration by
parts. However, it ensures that the boundary integral BI is zero, if we choose
g to be zero at the boundary. For such a function g we have:
hg∇px , ∇Rθ py i = h−∇ · (g∇px ), Rθ py i = h−∇g · ∇px , Rθ py i + h−g∆px , Rθ py i.
(2.39)
The second term on the right-hand side can be rewritten as hgpx,λ , Rθ py i and
thus can be treated as discussed in the previous subsections. The first term
P
(m)
(m)
requires a closer look. We write px = m∈Z px and examine −∇g · ∇px .
We have:
X
−∇g · ∇p(m)
=
−p(m,n)
∇g · ∇em,n,r ,
(2.40)
x
x
n∈N\{0}

which, owritten in polar coordinates, i.e. ∇ =
X

−p(m,n)
x



n∈N\{0}

∂
∂ρ êρ

+

1 ∂
ρ ∂θ êθ ,

∂g ∂em,n,r
1 ∂g ∂em,n,r
+ 2 ,
∂ρ ∂ρ
ρ ∂θ
∂θ

and reduces to
X

−p(m,n)
x

n∈N\{0}

yields



,

∂g ∂em,n,r
,
∂ρ ∂ρ

because of the rotation-invariance of g, i.e.
em,n,r in (2.5) this yields

∂g
∂θ

(2.41)

(2.42)

≡ 0. In view of the definition of
j

(m)

px,∇g :=

X

−p(m,n)
x

n∈N\{0}

cm,n imθ ∂g(ρ) ∂Jm ( m,n
r ρ)
e
,
r
∂ρ
∂ρ

(2.43)

which shows that the orthogonality relationship with respect to m is preserved,
P
(m)
(m)
i.e., hpx,∇g , em0 ,n,r i = 0, if m 6= m0 . Let px,∇g = m∈Z px,∇g and
p̃x,g := px,∇g + gpx,λ ,

(2.44)

then one may express the full scalar product as follows
hg∇px , ∇Rθ py i = hp̃x,g , Rθ py i =

X

(m)
hp̃(m)
x,g , Rθ py i.

(2.45)

m∈Z

Again, one can define a mutual angle detection algorithm, which approximates the best-matching rotation angle θ and in the course of the computation
(m)
(m)
calculates the hp̃x,g , Rθ py i:
Mg,∇ (px , py ) := M (p̃x,g , py ) = P

(m)
m
M
kp̃x,g k2

1
(m)

2
k=1m kp̃x,g k2

(k)

k=1

kpy k2

hp̃(m)
x,g , py i`2 . (2.46)
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When choosing a finite-dimensional frequency set Φr,ε , again the values of
the function at the boundary, when expanded in the corresponding subspace,
will lack a certain accuracy.When using a suitable intra-patch weight g, for
instance a Gaussian weight (see (2.1)) with sufficiently small standard deviation
parameter σ, to the values close to the boundary it will not be given a significant
weight and the computations presented above will be almost error-free for the
comparison of sampled signals.
Summarizing, we have developed a new way of computing the introduced
error functions of the patch non-local means (2.2) and the patch non-local Poisson (2.3) for the best rotation angle θ, based on computations of suitable scalar
products between the two patches. In Section 3, we will present how to practically implement the derived methods for the application in exemplar-based
inpainting algorithms.

3 Rotation invariant exemplar-based inpainting
In Section 1, the underlying ideas of exemplar-based image inpainting were outlined. Now we want to introduce suitable energy functionals, whose alternating
minimization schemes coincide with the exemplar-based image inpainting algorithm. The focus of this section is to discuss practical issues related to the
implementation of such an algorithm, using the tools which we developed in the
previous section. We will work with the so called patch non-local means error
function (2.2) and the gradient based patch non-local Poisson error function
(2.3). Further properties of the functionals, such as existence of minimizers
and convergence results of the alternating minimization algorithm to critical
points, will be analyzed thoroughly in Section 4.
In addition to the choice of the intra-patch error function here again denoted
generically with , we will add a selectivity parameter T ≥ 0 acting as a multiplier of a suitable regularizer. The case T > 0, as we will work out later, has a
denoising effect. In fact, a similar method to the variational image inpainting
has also been used for image denoising [AW05, KB08, KBC08]. For inpainting
problems on images which are (almost) free of noise we will give reasons why
the case T = 0 is more suitable.
Let us discuss the influence of the selectivity parameter T . When we are
looking for matching patches to a given patch px , where the available patches
(py,θ )y,θ are given by all possible midpoints y ∈ Õc and all possible rotations
of angle θ ∈ [0, 2π], we are measuring the similarity between the two patches
with a suitable distance function by computing (px − py,θ ). The smaller the
according error is, the closer the information of a patch py,θ is to px and also the
more we can rely on it for the inpainting task. A selectivity parameter T > 0
will imply the use not only of the best matching patch to update the image, but
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also the use of the information of multiple patches. Their contribution shall be
weighted correspondingly to the degree of match. In the limit for T → ∞ we
will be less "picky" and have a uniform weight on all possible patches (py,θ )y,θ
independent of their actual similarity to px . The more interesting case is for
T close to zero, where we give a strong emphasis on the similar patches and
have almost no weight on the others. As T = 0, we will only pick one patch,
the patch that is minimizing (px − py,θ ). From the analytic point of view, the
object describing the weight function of contributions of the patches (py,θ )y,θ
for px is a probability measure νx (y, θ). A visualization of the influence of the
selectivity parameter is given in Figure 7.

y

x

x′
y

′

x

x′

O

O
Õ

Õ
(a) T = 0.

(b) T > 0.

Figure 7: Comparison of the cases T = 0 and T > 0. a) In this case only the
best matching patch around the center point y(x), for the patch of each x ∈ Õ,
is considered for the image update. b) When T > 0, every patch whose center is
inside the (extended) inpainting domain has multiple patches that are used for
the image update, based on a weight function which corresponds on the degree
of match. Here the weight intensities are illustrated by shades of gray.
For T > 0 this probability distribution is absolutely continuous with respect
to the Lebesgue measure and thus can be rewritten in form of a density function
w(x, y, θ), where x ∈ Õ are the points in the (extended) inpainting domain.
Due
to the fact that, for a fixed x, νx is a probability measure, we have that
R R 2π
Õc 0 w(x, y, θ)dθdy = 1 for almost every x in Õ.
When T = 0, the probability measures νx are Dirac measures giving full
weight to the best matching patch, they do not have a density function as they
are not absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. We will
take a closer look on this case in Section 4.

3.1 Patch non-local means
We will now discuss the case of a L2 -norm based error function with an intrapatch weight function g, where
(pu (x) − Rθ pû (y)) = kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g .
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The weight function g is assumed to be in C0∞ (Ωp , R+ ) and radially symmetric,
i.e., g(h) = g(|h|). Without loss of generality we will also assume that
R
g(h)dh
= 1.
R2
Selectivity parameter T = 0
In the case T = 0 we will consider the following functional
Z

E0 (u, ν) :=

Õ×Õc ×[0,2π]

kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g dν(x, y, θ),

(3.1)

under the restriction that the push-forward measure (in the sense of [AFP00,
Def. 1.70]) π# ν = L2 |Õ , where π : Õ × Õc × [0, 2π] → Õ is the projection on
the first component. This restriction guarantees that the extracted (or disintegrated) measures νx are probability measures. (See Section 4.1 for details.)
Let us now discuss why the alternating minimization scheme on E0 (u, ν) coincides with the image inpainting algorithm losely described in Section 1. By an
alternating minimization scheme we mean the iterative process of fixing u and
updating ν as the minimizer of E0 (u, ·), then updating the image information
u as minimizer of E0 (·, ν) with ν fixed. We will also understand the influence
of the intra-patch weight function g.
If u is fixed and we minimize (3.1) with respect to ν, then for every x ∈ Õ
we are searching for the probability measure νx (y, θ) such that
Z
Õc ×[0,2π]

kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g dνx (y, θ)

(3.2)

is minimal, since we can assume kpu (x)−Rθ pû (y)k2g > 0 for any (y, θ). Assuming
that there is a unique minimizer (y ∗ , θ∗ ) of the distance function, the minimal
probability measure would be νx (y, θ) = δ(y∗ ,θ∗ ) (y, θ), the Dirac measure in
(y ∗ , θ∗ ). If there is more than one minimizer, say a family of minimizers (yi∗ , θi∗ )i ,
any convex combination of the Dirac measures (δ(yi∗ ,θi∗ ) )i would minimize (3.2).
As it will be addressed in Lemma 4.4 kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g is uniformly Lipschitz
with respect to x, y and θ and we may assume that for each x a minimizer
(y ∗ , θ∗ ) exists, whenever (y, θ) can be chosen from the closed set cl(Õc )×[0, 2π].
Choosing for every x the corresponding νx and combining them into a Radon
measure ν, such that π# ν = L2 |Õ , we obtain the minimizer ν(u) of E0 (u, ·).
Notice that for the application to discrete digital images the described process is
equivalent to the calculation of a one-to-one correspondence x 7→ (y(x), θ(x)),
where for all x the pair (y(x), θ(x)) is such that kpu (x) − Rθ(x) pû (y(x))k2g is
minimal.
In the image update step ν is fixed and we minimize E0 (·, ν) with respect to
u. The information obtained from the patches Rθ(x) pû (y(x)) is merged to form
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a new iterate of the inpainted image. Here the intra-patch weight function g
plays a significant role. We compute the Euler-Lagrange equation
Z

Z

ϕ(x + h)(u(x + h) − û(y + rθ (h))g(h)dhdν(x, y, θ), ∀ϕ ∈ L∞ .

0=
Õ×Õc ×[0,2π] R2

and, by appropriate use of test functions, deduce that
Z

Z

u(x)
R2

Z
R2

Õc ×[0,2π]

Z
Õc ×[0,2π]

dνx−h (y − rθ (h), θ)g(h)dh =

û(y)dνx−h (y − rθ (h), θ)g(h)dh.

(3.3)

R

Due to the radial symmetry of g, the fact that R2 g(h)dh = 1 and the fact that
νx is a probability density for all x ∈ O we have that
Z
R2

Z

dνx−h (y − rθ (h), θ)g(h)dh =

Õc ×[0,2π]

Z

g(h)dh = 1,

x ∈ O,

R2

and conclude from (3.3) that
Z

Z

u(x) =
R2

Õc ×[0,2π]

û(y)dνx−h (y − rθ (h), θ)g(h)dh,

x ∈ O.

(3.4)

Let us discuss the above equation in the continuous setting. Due to the
fact that the patches around nearby points x, x0 , look very similar, it is often
the case, that the best-matching patches, not only also look similar, but also
are centered in nearby points y, y 0 , having the same displacement as x and x0 .
As a consequence inpainting images constructed by exemplar-based inpainting
algorithms, by use of (3.4), have regions inside the inpainting domain, which are
rigidly copied from a region outside the inpainting domain. In a point within
such a region, which is not close to a boundary to another region, the local
energy value of (3.1) in x, i.e., kpu (x) − Rθ∗ (x) pû (y ∗ (x))k2g , is zero and hence
optimal. Figure 8 depicts the case of copy regions and transition bands. The
minimization of the energy in (3.1) promotes the construction of large copy
regions with transitions that in the best case match perfectly, if not so, are
at least almost matching. The theory of copy regions extends without error
to the discrete case of exemplar-based inpainting without rotations, since then
grid points are always congruent. Due to the rotations this congruency does
not hold for discrete rotation invariant exemplar-based inpainting algorithms
and therefore within copy regions one still produces a (relatively) small error.
However, as our numerical results show, in practice this does not have significant
negative effects on the quality of the inpainting results.
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R1
x1

x2

x3

γ

R2

Figure 8: The copy regions R1 and R2 are separated by the curve γ (black
curve). The points x1 and x2 are such that kpu (xi ) − Rθ∗ (xi ) pû (y ∗ (xi ))k2g is zero
for i = 1, 2. Since the patch around x3 ∈ R2 intersects with R1 , the updated
image in x3 will also be based on information obtained from the patches of
points in R1 . This leads to a rather smooth transition between the two copy
regions. The areas, in which these transition occurs are called transition bands
and are indicated by a gray shading in the image, where the intensity of gray
indicates the degree how much the information of the two copy regions are
mixed in a certain point. The width of the transition band essentially depends
on the radius r.
Selectivity parameter T > 0
For T > 0, the "fuzzy" correspondence case, we consider the following functional
ET (u, w) =
Z "Z
Õ

O˜c

Z 2π

#

w(x, y, θ)kpu (x) −

0

Rθ pû (y)k2g

+ T w(x, y, θ) log w(x, y, θ) dθdydx,
(3.5)

subject to
Z
O˜c

Z 2π

w(x, y, θ)dθdy = 1,

(3.6)

0

where, for each x, w(x, ·, ·) are probability densities which regulate the influence
of the known patches py,θ .
We shall now examine the Euler-Lagrange equation to get an insight on how
w is chosen in the course of the alternating minimization scheme. For a fixed
u and minimizing with respect to w, we obtain
Z Z

0=
Õ

O˜c

Z 2π
1
0

T

kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g + log w(x, y, θ)dθdydx,
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which is solved by
1
1
exp − kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g ,
ZT (u)(x)
T


wT (u)(x, y, θ) =



(3.7)

where
Z

ZT (u)(x) =

R2

Z 2π
0

1
exp − kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g dθdy
T




(3.8)

is the normalization to make w a probability density (to fulfill (3.6)).
We note that w(x, y, θ) is large whenever kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g is relatively
small and vice versa. If we let T → ∞ we obtain w(x, y, θ) ≡ const, the
uniform distribution. Conversely, for T → 0 the probability density of each
point x, w(x, ·, ·), concentrates around the points (y(x), θ(x)), where kpu (x) −
Rθ(x) pû (y(x))kg is minimal. Intuitively, one can already see a link between E0
and ET , T > 0. We will further analyze this relationship and present a related
result in Proposition 4.8.
For a fixed w and minimizing with respect to u one can proceed as above,
where T = 0, to obtain an equation like (3.4), which here reads as
Z

Z

Z 2π

u(x) =
R2

Õc

û(y)sw(x − h, y − rθ (h), θ)g(h)dθdydh,

x ∈ O.

(3.9)

0

In contrary to the case of copy regions and transition bands in Figure 8
(where T = 0), here we have a smoothing effect for every pixel. This reduces,
if present, noise on the image data but at the same time reduces details in the
inpainting image.
Correspondence update step
We shall now discuss how the correspondence update step for ET , T ≥ 0, can
be implemented and discuss issues which occur in this context.
T = 0. As discussed above, the task is to compute a one-to-one correspondence
ϕ : Õ → cl(Õc ) × [0, 2π], x 7→ (y(x), θ(x)),
where for all x the correspondence maps onto ϕ(x) = (y(x), θ(x)) is such
that kpu (x) − Rθ(x) pû (y(x))k2g is minimal among all possible choices of (y, θ) ∈
cl(Õc ) × [0, 2π].
Obviously, this problem is highly non-convex and hence the detection of
(y(x), θ(x)) is quite expensive. Based on the theory from the previous section
we propose the following procedure:
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Algorithm 3.1 (Correspondence update step for E0 ). Input: A suitable frequency set Φr,ε , respresenting a set of em,n,r where m ≥ 0.
For x ∈ Õ:
(i) Extract px = pu (x),
(m)

(ii) For m in Φr,ε compute px

=

s
s
{n|(m,n)∈Φr,ε } hpx , em,n,r i`2 em,n,r ,

P

(iii) For y ∈ Õc :
a. For m in Φr,ε compute hgpu (x)(m) , pû (y)i`2 ,
b. Calculate rotation angle θ(y) = arg(Mg (pu (x), pû (y))),
c. Compute kpu (x) − Rθ(y) pû (y)k2g by CH-moment scalar product, i.e.,
(0)

hgpx , Rθ py i ≈ hgpx , py i`2 + 2

P

m Re

h

(m)

i

e−imθ hgpx , py i`2 ,

(iv) Set ϕ(x) = (y ∗ (x), θ(y ∗ (x))), where y ∗ is minimizing kpu (x)−Rθ(y) pû (y)k2g .
We shall give some comments on the implementation of Algorithm 3.1. Let us
first recall the importance of choosing a suitable frequency set Φr,ε containing
pairs (m, n) such that the corresponding Circular Harmonics esm,n,r form a basis
for a sufficiently large subspace. Since images are real signals, we have seen that
it is sufficient to consider em,n,r ’s, m ≥ 0, because they preserve all information.
Also for nearly bandlimited functions and a certain sampling grid it is suitable
to only choose em,n,r ’s which have a relatively small predominant frequency (see
Figures 4, 6 and details in Section 2.2). The em,n,r ’s, m = 0, are not needed
for the rotation angle detection, however we do need them for the calculation
of the scalar product in step 3c).
(m)
For the computation of px it is necessary, that the extracted patch is a
disk of odd integer diameter along the grid axes. Only then, the midpoint of
the patch coincides with x. Then for each (m, n) ∈ Φr,ε we compute the CH(m,n)
moment with the usual complex `2 -scalar product on Br (0) ∩ Z2 by px
=
(m)
s
2
hpx , em,n,r i`2 . Then for all m in Φr,ε the complex vector px (on Br (0) ∩ Z ) is
computed as sum over the complex vectors em,n,r multiplied by the computed
(m,n)
CH-moments px
.
Let us now propose an efficient calculation for step 3 which is based on
matrix computations. Let Û be a rectangular matrix, of dimensions h × w with
image data obtained from Oc (see Figure 9). Then from each position (i, j)
in the matrix Û , which has a distance of at least r to the boundary of the
matrix, the patch pû (i, j) is contained in Û . Let us denote the set containing
these (i, j)’s by I = {(i, j) ∈ Z2 |r ≤ i < h − r and r ≤ j < w − r}. The
idea is to compute hgpu (x)(m) , pû (i, j)i`2 for all (i, j) ∈ I at once. Therefore, we
(m)
consider a complex-valued matrix Px,g of the same dimensions as Û , i.e., h×w,
(m)
which consists of zeros except for the entries which represent gpx . These are
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translated modulo h × w such that the center of the disk coincides with the left
(m)
upper corner of Px,g , i.e., (i, j) = (0, 0), see also explanatory Figure 9.

(a) Image.

(b) Extracted submatrix.

(c) Extracted patch.

(d) Patch matrix.

Figure 9: The matrices for the efficient calculation via convolution are depicted.
a) The original image. b) An extracted 64 × 64 matrix (from the black square
in a)). Can be considered as Û in the above description of the algorithm. The
FFT-library is optimized for matrices of size 2m × 2n , where m, n, are integers.
c) A 27 × 27-patch extracted from the black circle in a), typically taken from
the inpainting domain. d) The patch matrix is of the same dimensions as Û
(m)
and the patches gpx are translated such that the origin coincides with the
(m)
entry at (0, 0) (Here this is shown for px instead of gpx ).

(m)

(m)

Finally, let Qx,g (k) = Px,g (−k), for k = (i, j) ∈ Z2 , k modulo h × w. Then
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(m)

the convolution of the two matrices Qx,g and Û is such that
X

(Q(m)
x,g ∗ Û )(i, j) =

Q(m)
x,g (k)Û ((i, j) − k)

k∈Z2 modulo h×w

X

=
k∈Z2

(m)
Px,g
(−k)Û ((i, j) − k)

modulo h×w

= hgpu (x)(m) , pû (i, j)i`2 ,

(3.10)

for all (i, j) ∈ I. For the (i, j)’s which are not in I the patch is not contained in
Û and is considered to be continued by repetition. In practice, when covering
Õc with multiple matrices (Ûi )i they should be chosen with an overlap of r
pixels, such that any patch pû (y) whose support is completely contained in Õc
is considered. Then, by applying the convolution theorem [Ar85], we have that
(m)
Rx(m) (i, j) := F −1 (F(Q(m)
x,g )F(Û ))(i, j) = (Qx,g ∗ Û )(i, j),

(3.11)

and hence hgpu (x)(m) , pû (i, j)i`2 , (i, j) ∈ I, can efficiently be calculated by three
fast Fourier transforms (FFT) (two forward and one inverse), here denoted by
F.
The calculation in step 3a) is executed separately for every m and the overall
computation time essentially depends on the time required for the convolution.
Hence the computation time of the Algorithm 3.1 can be optimized by leaving
out larger m’s, which include just few em,n,r ’s. Instead of using a frequency
set like the one in Figure 6, one might also use a frequency set as it is shown
in Figure 10 for an approximative and fast computation. The approximation
is the more accurate, the lower the respective angular frequencies of the patch
are, since these are represented by em,n,r ’s whose m is small.
Once the computations of step 3a) are complete, one can run the mutual
angle detection algorithm to compute Mg (see (2.31)), where the circular sum
operations are acting component-wise. The argument of the complex number
at entry (i, j) ∈ I then is the detected rotation angle θ(i, j).
For step 3c), we recall that kpu (x) − Rθ(y) pû (y)k2g due to (2.27) can be rewritten as
kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g = kpu (x)k2g − 2hpu (x), Rθ pû (y)ig + kpû (y)k2g .

(3.12)

Since the datum û is not changed during the iterative algorithm, the kpû (y)k2g ,
y ∈ Õc , can be precalculated once in the initialization phase of the inpainting
algorithm. However, kpu (x)k2g needs to be computed anew at every iteration,
since of course u is being changed in course of the inpainting process. As it was
discussed in (2.30), the computation of hpu (x), Rθ pû (y)ig can be done using the
(m)
computed Rx (i, j) (3.11). We have that
hpu (x), Rθ pû (i, j)ig = Rx(0) (i, j) + 2

X
m

h

i

Re eimθ(i,j) Rx(m) (i, j) .

(3.13)
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Figure 10: Example of a frequency set Φr,ε for a fast and efficient comparison of
patches of a diameter of 27 pixels. The em,n,r ’s, m = 0, (white) are not needed
for the detection of the best rotation angle in step 3b), but for the computation
for the calculation of the scalar product (step 3c)).
Finally, in step 4, one needs to pick the pair (y, θ(y)) which minimizes kpu (x) −
Rθ(y) pû (y)k2g .
Note that due to the fact that we only choose one angle θ(y) at a time
makes it possible to have rotation angles which are as accurate as the machine
precision. We will see, that this can not be realized in the case where T > 0.
Given one patch px of diameter 27 pixels and a frequency set of Circular
Harmonics depicted in Figure 10, a laptop computer with 4 CPU kernels (Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU M 620 @ 2.67GHz) and 4 GB RAM needs about a
second to compute the best matching patch py,θ from a matrix Û of dimensions
∼ 1000 × 500. This is about 4 times longer than an optimized computation of
kpu (x) − pû (y)k2g for each py from Û without rotations. Hence, with the proposed algorithm one can cover a much broader variety of patches (any rotation
angle is possible) than in a method, where only four rotations of 0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦
and 270◦ are considered (these can easily be calculated since the image grid
points are given on a perpendicular lattice), in roughly the same amount of
time!
By this we stress very much the efficiency of the proposed method, in particular because in [KBC08, Sec. 3.2, Fig. 9] the authors found that 90◦ -rotations
are too coarse to give a significant improvement. In contrary, allowing for
arbitrary rotation angles provides a much better image recovery, as we shall
demonstrate in our numerical results in Section 3.3. The authors of [KBC08]
also mention to obtain better results for more finely sampled sets of rotation
angles, however, they claim that they were not yet practically viable due to
the significant increase in the computational cost. With the present method we
show that we can definitively overcome such limitations.
The algorithm can be easily parallelized. Since the algorithm runs a loop
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over x ∈ Õ and the loop is closed, in the sense that each process is independent
of the others, they can be executed in parallel. The algorithm we propose has
been eventually implemented in a client/server architecture. While the client
is performing the inpainting algorithm and sends patches px to the server, the
server is performing the search of the best matching patch and sends back
the information (y(x), θ(x)) to the client. Thus the program could easily be
extended to the case of multiple servers, each performing the search of the best
matching patch for different patches. The computation time for Algorithm 3.1
then reduces by a factor of about (Ncomp )−1 , where Ncomp denotes the number
of available computers running the server program.
T > 0. In the case of a fuzzy correspondence w(x, y, θ) every patch py,θ is given
a weight corresponding to the degree it matches to px measured in the respective
error function. For numerical treatment the number of possible rotation angles
thus needs to be discretized. Let us therefore consider a finite family of rotation
angles θk , k = 1, . . . , Nrot and the following algorithm:
Algorithm 3.2 (Correspondence update step for ET , T > 0). Input: A suitable
frequency set Φr,ε , respresenting a set of em,n,r where m ≥ 0.
For x ∈ Õ:
(i) Extract px = pu (x),
(m)

(ii) For m in Φr,ε compute px

=

s
s
{n|(m,n)∈Φr,ε } hpx , em,n,r i`2 em,n,r ,

P

(iii) For y ∈ Õc :
a. For m in Φr,ε compute hgpu (x)(m) , pû (y)i`2 ,
b. For k = 1, . . . , Nrot compute kpu (x) − Rθk pû (y)k2g with scalar product
computed from hgpu (x)(m) , Rθk pû (y)i`2 ,
(iv) For x ∈Õ, y ∈ Õc and θ = θk , k = 1, . . . , Nrot , set w(x, y, θ) to be
1
1
2
Z(x) exp − T kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)kg , where Z(x) is a normalization constant
to make w(x, ·, ·) a probability density.
Practically, up to step (iii) a. one proceeds as in Algorithm 3.1 and computes
like in (3.11). Then for the computation of kpu (x) − Rθk pû (y)k2g the
scalar product for the angle dependent term is calculated by:

(m)
Rx (i, j)’s

hgpu (x)(m) , Rθk pû (y)i`2 = Rx(0) (i, j) + 2

X

h

i

Re eimθk Rx(m) (i, j) .

(3.14)

m

We note that for a given patch radius r, to achieve an accuracy which is comparable to the resolution of the sampling lattice of the image, a suitable choice
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of the number of rotations Nrot is ∼ 2πr. Still, the computation of w(x, y, θ)
in Algorithm 3.2 can be done comparably fast: Exploiting the self-steerability
(m)
property of the Circular Harmonics (2.6), once the complex matrices Rx (i, j)
are computed, the computation of kpu (x) − Rθk pû (y)k2g , k = 1, . . . , Nrot , can be
accomplished faster than an explicit computation of these terms based on an
angle-by-angle computation.
Image update step
In the image update step, the inpainting image u is updated according to the
correspondence which has been calculated in the image update step. Again, it
makes sense to look separately at the cases T = 0 and T > 0.
T = 0. We have found in (3.4) that the updated u can be computed by
Z

Z

u(x) =
R2

Õc ×[0,2π]

û(y)dνx−h (y − rθ (h), θ)g(h)dh,

x ∈ O,

where νx (y, θ) = δ(y∗ ,θ∗ ) (y, θ) is the Dirac measure in the point (y ∗ , θ∗ ) such that
the patch Rθ∗ pû (y ∗ ) is closest to pu (x) in the error norm k · kg . The equation
can be reformulated, using the fact that dνx is a Dirac measure for x ∈ Õ, to
obtain
Z
u(x) =
R2

û(y ∗ (x − h) + rθ∗ (x−h) (h))g(h)dh,

x ∈ O,

(3.15)

In the discrete case, since each x ∈ Õ has only one patch which gives contributions to u, #Õ patches need to be considered. The best-matching patch to px ,
py(x),θ(x) , contributes to a pixel z near x, if |z − x| ≤ r. When updating u(z),
the weight given to the information from this patch is g(|z − x|).
In the discrete setting, when the image data is only given on a two-dimensional grid (which can be identified with a subset of Z2 ), we do not possess the
image data of a patch which is rotated by an arbitrary angle θ. Therefore one
needs to be able to compute the values which lie on the grid after rotation. This
can be done with certain (spline) interpolation rules or, as it was done in our
implementation, also be accomplished by use of the Circular Harmonics basis.
Let us briefly depict how this can be done and show some examples of rotated
patches.
Given some patch py and a rotation angle θ, we proceed as follows. The
moments of the patch function for m > 0 and (m, n) ∈ Φε,r are calculated. The
real part of the moments is multiplied by 2 and subtracted from the patch. The
moments are multiplied by eimθ and, again under consideration of the factor 2,
added to the patch. Since we are working with real signals we can reason as in
(2.10) to justify the described procedure.
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T > 0. As stated in (3.9) we need to compute
Z

Z 2π

Z

u(x) =
R2

Õc

û(y)w(x − h, y − rθ (h), θ)g(h)dθdydh,

x ∈ O.

0

In general one proceeds as in the case T = 0. However, in contrast to νx ,
the probability measures w(x, ·, ·) are no Dirac measures and hence we have
to consider a lot more patches. Actually, we have that w(x, y, θ) > 0 for any
choice of (x, y, θ), whenever w is chosen as in the Euler-Lagrange equation (3.7).
Hence the number of patches which contribute to the inpainting image now is
Nrot · #Õc , where Nrot , the number of rotations, is ∼ 2πr. This results in a
significantly higher computational effort. As stated before, in comparison to
the case T = 0 one has more of a smoothing effect reducing noise but also the
quality of the details in the inpainting image. Consequently the case T = 0 is
more relevant for inpainting problems, especially when the image data in Õc ,
represented by û, can be considered to be (almost) free of noise.

3.2 Patch non-local Poisson
Selectivity parameter T = 0
In the case T = 0 we consider the following functional
Z

E∇,0 (u, ν) :=

Õ×Õc ×[0,2π]

kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2∇,g dν(x, y, θ),

(3.16)

under the restriction that π# ν = L2 |Õ , where π : Õ × Õc × [0, 2π] → Õ is
the projection on the first component. This restriction guarantees that the
extracted (or disintegrated) measures νx are probability measures (see Section
4.1 for details).
We proceed as in Section 3.1 to show that for u fixed a minimizing ν is given,
when for every x ∈ Õ the probability measure νx (y, θ) is such that
Z
Õc ×[0,2π]

kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2∇,g dνx (y, θ)

(3.17)

is minimal, since kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2∇,g ≥ 0 for any (y, θ). Assuming that there
is a unique minimizer (y ∗ , θ∗ ) the chosen probability measure νx (y, θ) would
be νx (y, θ) = δ(y∗ ,θ∗ ) (y, θ) the Dirac measure in (y ∗ , θ∗ ). If there is more than
one minimizer, say a family of minimizers (yi∗ , θi∗ )i , any convex combination of
the Dirac measures (δ(yi∗ ,θi∗ ) )i would minimize (3.2). As it will be addressed in
Lemma 4.15 kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2∇,g is uniformly Lipschitz with respect to x, y
and θ and we may hence assume that for each x a minimizer (y ∗ , θ∗ ) exists,
whenever (y, θ) can be chosen from the closed set cl(Õc ) × [0, 2π]. Choosing for
every x the corresponding νx and combining them to a Radon measure ν such
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that π# ν = L2 |Õ we obtain the minimizer ν(u) of E∇,0 (u, ·). Notice that for
the application to discrete digital images the described process is equivalent to
the calculation of a one-to-one correspondence x 7→ (y(x), θ(x)), where for all
x the pair (y(x), θ(x)) is such that kpu (x) − Rθ(x) pû (y(x))k2∇,g is minimal.
We now compute the Euler-Lagrange equation for u:
Z

Z

0=
Õ×Õc ×[0,2π] R2

∇ϕ(x + h) · (∇u(x + h) − ∇h û(y + rθ (h))g(h)dhdν(x, y, θ),

∀ϕ ∈ W 1,2 (O), and proceed as in Section 3.1 and obtain that u solves the
Euler-Lagrange equation, if it is the (weak) solution of the Poisson equation
(

∆u(x) = div v(ν)(x), x ∈ O,
u = û,
on ∂O,

(3.18)

where
Z

Z

v(ν)(x) =
R2

Õc ×[0,2π]

∇rθ (·) û(y)dνx−h (y − rθ (h), θ)g(h)dh.

(3.19)

Consequently, in the image update step of the patch non-local Poisson model,
a partial differential equation of the form (3.18) needs to be solved.
Selectivity parameter T > 0
For T > 0, the fuzzy correspondence case, we consider the following functional
E∇,T (u, w) =
Z Z
Õ

O˜c

Z 2π
0





w(x, y, θ) kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2∇,g + T log w(x, y, θ) dθdydx,
(3.20)

subject to
Z 2π

Z
O˜c

w(x, y, θ)dθdy = 1,

(3.21)

0

where w(x, ·, ·) are probability densities for each x which regulate the influence
of the known patches py,θ .
Analogously to Section 3.1, we have that the solution of the Euler-Lagrange
equation of E∇,T (u, ·) for fixed u is given by
1
1
w∇,T (u)(x, y, θ) =
exp − kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2∇,g ,
ZT (u)(x)
T




(3.22)

where
Z

Z∇,T (u)(x) =

R2

Z 2π
0

1
exp − kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2∇,g dθdy
T




(3.23)
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is the normalization to make w a probability density (to fulfill (3.21)).
For a fixed w and minimizing with respect to u one can proceed as above,
where T = 0, to obtain a Poisson equation similar to (3.18):
(

∆u(x) = div v(w)(x), x ∈ O,
u = û,
on ∂O,

(3.24)

where
Z

Z 2π

Z

v(w)(x) =
R2

Õc

0

(∇rθ (·) û(y))w(x − h, y − rθ (h), θ)g(h)dθdydh.

(3.25)

Correspondence update step
The correspondence update step is for both T = 0 and T > 0 quite similar
to the patch non-local means model. Therefore, one basically proceeds as in
Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2. The only difference is that we need to compute terms
of the form
kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2∇,g

instead of

kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g .

and hence one needs to calculate the following quantities
k∇pû (y)k2g ,

k∇pu (x)k2g

and hg∇pu (x), ∇Rθ pû (y)i.

The quantities k∇pû (y)k2g do not change during the iterations of the inpainting
algorithm and are precomputed at the beginning.
We recall the definition of p̃x,g from Section 2.5 (see (2.44)):
p̃x,g = px,∇g + gpx,λ ,

(3.26)

where
px,λ =

X (m)

px,λ ,

(m)

X

px,λ =

m∈Z

−p(m,n)
λm,n em,n,r ,
x

(3.27)

n∈N\{0}

and
j

px,∇g =

(m)

X

px,∇g ,

m∈Z

(m)

px,∇g =

X

−p(m,n)
x

n∈N\{0}

cm,n imθ ∂g(ρ) ∂Jm ( m,n
r ρ)
e
.
r
∂ρ
∂ρ

(3.28)
Note that, when ∂g(ρ)/∂ρ can be computed analytically (for instance when
(m)
g is chosen a Gaussian, see (2.1)), then the functions px,∇g can be evaluated
analytically in any point (ρ, θ) ∈ R2 since
j

∂Jm ( m,n
jm,n Jm−1 (
r ρ)
=
∂ρ
r

jm,n
r ρ)

− Jm+1 (
2

jm,n
r ρ)

,
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and thus the evaluation of the formula in (3.28) requires not much more com(m)
putational effort than for terms of the form gpx,λ (see (3.27) and definition of
the Circular Harmonics (2.5)). Furthermore, as it was shown in Section 2.5, we
have that
hp̃x,g , py i = hg∇px , ∇py i.

(3.29)

and in particular, for px = pu (x),
hp̃x,g , px i = hg∇px , ∇px i = k∇pu (x)k2g .

(3.30)

Using this formula, also the norms k∇pû (y)k2g can be computed. Then the
gradient is evaluated analytically and no finite difference approximations are
needed.
Choosing a suitable frequency set Φr,ε , we have the following algorithm.

Algorithm 3.3 (Correspondence update step for E∇,0 ). Input: A suitable frequency set Φr,ε , respresenting a set of em,n,r where m ≥ 0.
For x ∈ Õ:
(i) Extract px = pu (x),
(m)

(ii) For m in Φr,ε compute p̃x,g ,
(iii) For y ∈ Õc :
(m)

a. For m in Φr,ε compute hp̃x,g , pû (y)i`2 ,
b. Calculate rotation angle θ(y) = arg(Mg,∇ (pu (x), pû (y))),
c. Compute kpu (x) − Rθ(y) pû (y)k2∇,g by CH-moment scalar product, i.e.,
(0)

hg∇px , ∇Rθ py i ≈ hp̃x,g , py i`2 + 2

P

m Re

h

(m)

i

e−imθ hp̃x,g , py i`2 ,

(iv) Set ϕ(x) = (y ∗ (x), θ(y ∗ (x))), y ∗ minimizer of kpu (x) − Rθ(y) pû (y)k2∇,g .

The computations of the scalar products in step 3a) can again be executed by
an FFT-based convolution, see (3.10). With similar modifications to Algorithm
3.2 one obtains an algorithm for the correspondence update step for E∇,T ,
T > 0.
The statements on computation time and parallelization for the correspondence update steps of ET , T ≥ 0, extend without change to the cases E∇,T ,
T ≥ 0, which we have been discussing in this section.
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Image update step
As we have seen in Section 3.2, the image update step of the alternating minimization scheme of E∇,0 requires the solution of a partial differential equation
of the form
(

∆u(x) = div v(ν)(x), x ∈ O,
u = û,
on ∂O,

(3.31)

where
Z

Z

v(ν)(x) =
Õc ×[0,2π]

R2

∇rθ (·) û(y)dνx−h (y − rθ (h), θ)g(h)dh.

(3.32)

We shall firstly discuss how to compute the right-hand side divv(ν)(x), x ∈ O,
efficiently and thereafter how to implement solving of the partial differential
equation.
We observe that, using the fact that dνx is a Dirac measure for any x ∈ Õ,
for x ∈ O we have that
Z

divx

R2

Z

= divx
Z

=
R2

R2

Z
Õc ×[0,2π]

∇rθ (·) û(y)dνx−h (y − rθ (h), θ)g(h)dh

∇rθ∗ (x−h) (·) û(y ∗ (x − h) + rθ∗ (x−h) (h))g(h)dh

∆û(y ∗ (x − h) + rθ∗ (x−h) (·))g(h)dh.

(3.33)

Comparing (3.33) to (3.15), we see that the right-hand side of (3.31) can be computed in a similar way to the image update step of E0 and the only difference is
given by the fact that we do not consider Rθ∗ (x) pû (y ∗ (x)), but Rθ∗ (x) ∆pû (y ∗ (x)).
The values of the contributing patches can easily be calculated using the Circular Harmonics expansion, since the em,n,r ’s are eigenfunctions of the Laplacian
(see (2.34), (2.35), and Sec. 2.5).
For a numerical treatment of (3.31) one can use a standard finite element
method (FEM) solver routine, for instance FreeFEM. For the image update
only these function values of u are needed which are part of the image grid.
Hence, for an efficient computation, the partial differential equation should be
solved on a regular grid which coincides with the image grid (For rectangular
inpainting domains of dimensions h × w this can be achieved by using the
FreeFEM command mesh Th=square(h+2,w+2); , cf. [He13]).
Notice that in the case T > 0, again, the number of patches which need
to be considered is significantly larger and, consequently, the case T = 0 is
more relevant for inpainting problems, especially when the image data in Õc ,
represented by û, can be considered to be (almost) free of noise.
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(a) Inpainting problem.

(d) 1 iter.

(e) 3 iter.

(b) Initialization.

(c) Original.

(f) 6 iter.

(g) 12 iter.

Figure 11: First row, from left to right: a) Inpainting problem. The inpainting
domain (gray box) is 22 × 16, a patch of diameter d = 27 and a Gaussian
parameter of σ = 0.3d were chosen. b) Zoom on the initialization value. c) The
original image. Second row: Inpainting result after 1, 3, 6, and 12 iterations.

3.3 Numerical experiments
We shall now go through a number of numerical results of the rotation invariant
exemplar-based inpainting algorithm using the patch non-local means scheme,
that is, the algorithm whose practical implementation was discussed in Section
3.1.
Before we go into the details of the influence of the parameters and the ability
of recovering both geometry and structure, let us first show an example, where
the presented exemplar-based inpainting algorithm yields impressive results in
the recovery of repetetive textures. To this purpose, we consider the inpainting
problem in Figure 11, depicting an application of the rotation invariant patch
non-local means scheme. Even though the initialization value does not contain
any useful information, the algorithm just needs a few iterations for a successful
recovery of the structure in the center part of the flower. It is well-known that
exemplar-based inpainting algorithms are performing well on textures, indeed
they are also called texture-oriented inpainting methods (cf. Sec. 1.1).
Let us now examine the ability of such algorithms to recover geometry and
structures, in dependence of the parameters, the initialization, the number
of iterations, and, of course, the benefit of adding rotation invariance as an
additional degree of freedom.
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Dependence on choice of parameters
Once the inpainting problem is defined, i.e., the function û is defined in Oc
and the initialization u0 inside the inpainting domain O is defined, the only
parameters which we are free to choose are the patch diameter d and the intrapatch weight function g. As announced earlier, we will be using a Gaussian
probability density function with zero mean and isotropic standard deviation
σ. Then the choice of σ completely determines g. We shall now examine the
influence of these to parameters.
Weight function: Gaussian parameter. To understand the influence of
the standard deviation σ of the intra-patch Gaussian weight function, we will
consider the inpainting problem depicted in Figure 12. The rotation invariant
patch non-local means scheme is applied to this inpainting problem using always
the same patch diameter d = 17 and only varying σ. The following values are
chosen σ = 0.1d, σ = 0.3d, and σ = 0.5d. One makes the following observation:
Due to the fact that a smaller standard deviation parameter generates a weight
function which has more weight in the center of the patch and much less weight
near the boundary of the patch, especially information on brightness does not
spread as fast as in the case of larger standard deviation parameters. This is
particularly visible after just a few iterations, for instance comparing the images
after 5 iterations in the Subfigures 12e, 12i, and 12m.
It should be mentioned, that choosing a very small standard deviation is
comparable to reducing the patch size since the Gaussian weight for a point at
distance 5σ from the origin is already more than five magnitudes smaller than
at the origin. Hence, instead of choosing σ  0.1d one might as well reduce
the patch radius for a more efficient computation, since the points with a large
distance from the origin will practically be ignored anyway.
Patch size. The patch size is a quite crucial parameter, since it influences
the number of iterations needed for an acceptable solution and also influences
the ability to reconstruct shapes.
Let us first try to gain an insight on the first matter: Assume the initialization
of the image is a medium gray, or any random-valued image. Then, clearly,
whenever the patch diameter is smaller than the diameter of the inpainting
domain, the proposed inpainting algorithms can in general not accomplish the
inpainting task with a single iteration. This is due to the fact, that some
points in the very inner part of the inpainting domain do not obtain any useful
information from the outside, since their surrounding pixels do not have true
information, but are just guessed initialization values. In this case, a completion
with just few iterates is in general only possible, if the initalization was already
close enough to the solution. In Figure 13 we show some more iterates of the
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(a) Inpainting problem.

(b) Initialization.

(c) Original.

(d) σ: 0.1d, 1 iter.

(e) σ: 0.1d, 5 iter.

(f) σ: 0.1d, 10 iter.

(g) σ: 0.1d, 20 iter.

(h) σ: 0.3d, 1 iter.

(i) σ: 0.3d, 5 iter.

(j) σ: 0.3d, 10 iter.

(k) σ: 0.3d, 20 iter.

(l) σ: 0.5d, 1 iter.

(m) σ: 0.5d, 5 iter.

(n) σ: 0.5d, 10 iter.

(o) σ: 0.5d, 20 iter.

Figure 12: The inpainting problem in a) is solved with a patch of diameter
d = 17. Different Gaussian parameters are chosen and compared. First row,
from left to right: a) Inpainting problem. The inpainting domain is indicated
by the gray box and has dimensions 18 × 18. b) Zoom on the initialization of
the inpainting domain. The brightness value in the inpainting domain is set
to a medium gray (128 on the scale 0 . . . 255). c) The original image. Second
row: Gaussian parameter σ = 0.1d at different iterations. Third row: Gaussian
parameter σ = 0.3d. Fourth row: Gaussian parameter σ = 0.5d.

inpainting problem given in Figure 12, again using a patch of diameter d = 17
and σ = 0.1d. As we can see, the algorithm needs more than 20 iterations for
a satisfying result.
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(a) σ: 0.1d, 5 iter.

(b) σ: 0.1d, 15 iter.

(c) σ: 0.1d, 25 iter.
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(d) σ: 0.1d, 35 iter.

Figure 13: Further iterations of the inpainting problem in Figure 12 are shown.
A patch diameter of d = 17 and a Gaussian parameter of σ = 0.1d were used.

(a) Inpainting problem.

(b) Initialization.

(c) σ: 0.3d, 1 iter.

Figure 14: We consider an inpainting problem with a smaller defect (∼ 5 × 5
pixels). A patch diameter of d = 17 and a Gaussian parameter of σ = 0.3d
were used.
On the contrary, when the defect in the image is small compared to the
patch size, it is possible that the algorithm recovers the structure with just
one iteration as it is shown in Figure 14. This is also possible, when the initial
inpainting function u0 is already close to solution in the sense, that any point in
the inpainting domain has enough reliable information within the patch around
it.
The patch size also heavily influences the ability of exemplar-based inpainting
methods to recover structures. To grasp this issue, we consider an example on
a synthetic image and show, that the patch size should not be chosen too small
in comparison to the texture. The problem, which can occur when the patch
size is chosen to small, is that a repetitive texture can not be reproduced, as it
can be seen in Figure 15.
On the other hand, a too large patch size will first of all increase the computation time. Secondly, large patches might contain too many details and it
might be difficult to find suitable exemplars. Without suitable exemplars, it
becomes more difficult to recover the structure and the algorithm might even
fail to do so. We recall, that in the case of lacking exemplars the behavior of
the algorithm is not well understood.
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(a) Original image.

(b) Inpainting problem.

(c) Possible solution.

Figure 15: a) A synthetic image is shown. It contains squares of the same size,
say with an edge length l. The squares are spaced vertically and horizontally
also by the same length l. b) An inpainting problem is shown. The inpainting
domain is indicated in black. c) Depending on the initial guess u0 and the
patch diameter d the inpainting algorithm produces different results. For a
choice d ≤ l the solution shown here is one which has minimal energy, in the
sense that for the depicted u exists some ν such that E0 (u, ν) = 0 for the energy
given in (3.1). See also Figure 16.

Let us close the analysis of the influence of the patch size by showing results
obtained by the patch non-local means scheme applied to the inpainting problem
depicted in Figure 15b started with an initialization function u0 that is white
(full brightness), Figure 16.

(a) Initialization.

(c) d: 2.1l, 1 iter.

(d) d: 2.1l, 2 iter.

(b) d: 0.9l, 1 iter.

(e) d: 2.1l, 3 iter.

(f) d: 2.1l, 4 iter.

Figure 16: a) Initialization for the inpainting problem shown in Figure 15b.
b) Patch diameter d = 0.9l, where l denotes the edge length of the squares,
σ = 0.5d, fails to reconstruct the texture. Any further iteration produces
precisely the same image. c)-f) Patch diameter d = 2.1l, σ = 0.5d reconstructs
the original image in 4 iterations.
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Rotation invariance
In the introduction, we stated as an aim of our work to improve the exemplarbased inpainting methods presented in [AFC11, AFCS11] by allowing an additional degree of freedom, the rotation invariance of the exemplar patches. As a
consequence the variety of available patches is heavily increased and thereby the
potential of the algorithm to recreate geometry and structure enhanced. In this
section we highlight why this additional degree of freedom is crucial to recover
certain structures in images. We recall the example which was already presented in Figure 3 in the introduction, where the patch non-local means scheme
was applied, once without rotation invariance, once with rotation invariance.
The following results were obtained (Fig. 17).

(a) Initialization.

(b) Original.

(c) NR, 25 iter.

(d) R, 4 iter.

Figure 17: We recall the results presented in Figure 3. a) The inpainting domain
is initialized already close to the original image shown in b). c) Inpainting result
after 25 iterations without rotations (NR). d) Result after 4 iterations of the
rotation invariant scheme (R). Parameters: d = 17, σ = 0.3d.
We shall now illustrate with a statistical analysis the mechanism for the
rotation invariance to improve the recovery of the curved edges in the proposed
inpainting problem. Let us consider a patch px located in the inpainting domain
at the initialization. Already in the first iteration the rotation invariant method
finds better matches to this patch. We find evidence for this claim in Figure
hpx ,R
py i
18, where for all y ∈ Õc the normed scalar product kpx k2θ(y)
kpy k2 is plotted over
θ(y), where θ(y) is such that hpx , Rθ(y) py i is maximal for y fixed, i.e., θ(y) is
the best rotation angle between px and py . As one can see, the normed scalar
product of the patches py , where the optimal rotation angle is zero, is smaller
compared to other available patches.
As a consequence, the methods with and without rotations choose quite different patches for the update. The correspondence maps chosen by both of
the methods are depicted in Figure 19. Form every center x in the (extended)
inpainting domain Õ a line is drawn to the center of the best matching patch in
Õc . The subsequent short line indicates the radius of the patch and the rotation
angle which belongs to the match.
Let us give a second example, where the ability of the patch non-local means
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(a) Plot.

(b) Patch px .
hpx ,R

py i

Figure 18: a) For all y ∈ Õc the normed scalar product kpx k2θ(y)
kpy k2 is plotted
over θ(y), where θ(y) denotes the angle which maximizes the scalar product for
a given y. This plot shows all values larger than 0.97. The patch px , taken from
the initialization (Figure 17a), is shown in b). Parameters: d = 17, σ = 0.3d.

algorithm of rotating patches is beneficial for the recovery of the structure.
Consider the inpainting problem shown in Figure 20. The image consists of a
collection of peacock feathers, which are arranged, so that they have relatively
small mutual rotation angles. In the inpainting problem the inpainting domain
is put in such a way, that the eye of one of the feathers is occluded. The
comparison of the scheme, realized once without rotation invariance and once
with rotation invariance, shows that the ability of rotating patches is indeed
beneficial for the recovery of even more complex structures. The algorithm
without rotations fails to reconstruct the closed right-hand side edge of the eye,
while the method taking advantage of rotation invariance is able to reconstruct
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(a) NR.
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(b) R.

Figure 19: The correspondence maps of the first iteration of the inpainting
problem in Figure 17a by the methods without rotations (NR) and with rotations (R) are shown. Each center in the extended inpainting domain Õ is
connected by a straight line to the center of the best matching patch in Õc .
The patch radius and the rotation angle are indicated by the append line at
this center. The rotation invariant method (R) heavily uses the possibility of
rotation.
perfectly the connection of the curved edge!
Remarks on initialization
The quality of the inpainting result, and also the number of iterations needed
to get to it, are highly dependent on the initialization image u0 . As we will see
in Section 4, the alternated optimization scheme only converges to some critical
point. As a consequence, it might be necessary for a convergence to a global
minimum to be sufficently close to it at start.
It is beneficial to have an initialization image which already contains some information about the image in the inpainting domain. Usually, this information
is not at hand and one can try to deduce some information from the values at
the boundary of the inpainting domain. However, in order to save computation
time of a significant amount, the initialization value should already be close
to the structure which is to be recovered. A heuristic approach which tries to
solve this issue, and also the choice of suitable patch sizes, will be presented in
the section on future perspectives, particularly in the paragraph on multiscale
schemes.

4 Discussion and analysis
In this section we analyze the energy functionals associated with a variational
interpretation of the exemplar-based image inpainting. Most of the results
below are adaptations of the analysis in [AFC11, AFCS11] towards the rotation
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(a) Inpainting problem.

(b) Initialization.

(c) Original.

(d) NR, 1 iter.

(e) NR, 3 iter.

(f) NR, 6 iter.

(g) NR, 12 iter.

(h) R, 1 iter.

(i) R, 3 iter.

(j) R, 6 iter.

(k) R, 12 iter.

Figure 20: First row, from left to right: a) Inpainting problem. b) Zoom on
the inpainting domain. c) Original image. Second row: No rotations (NR).
Inpainting images after some iterations are displayed. Third row: Rotation
invariant exemplar-based inpainting algorithm (R). After 1, 3, 6, and 12 iterations. Parameters: d = 17, σ = 0.3d, inpainting domain is 8 × 20.
invariant extension. We took some care to make perhaps slightly more explicit
certain passages, for the sake of an easy-to-read review. We at first discuss the
case of g-weighted L2 -error functions and the corresponding functional with a
one-to-one correspondence setting E0 and its modified form ET , with T > 0,
which allows a fuzzy correspondence. The weight function g is again
assumed to
R
be in C0∞ (Ωp , R+ ), radially symmetric, i.e., g(h) = g(|h|), and R2 g(h)dh = 1.
Thereafter we will analyze the functional E∇,T , associated to the gradient-based
error function. We will close this section with a discussion of the variational
framework and talk about open questions which remain.

4.1 Proof of convergence
In the case of patch non-local means the error function in the functional is taken
to be a g-weighted L2 -norm. In the relaxed case with T > 0, we consider the
case of fuzzy correspondences w(x, z), where z = (y, θ) ∈ Õc × [0, 2π] stands for
the center point y of patches outside the inpainting domain and their mutual
rotation angle θ with respect to the patch around the center point x ∈ Õ in the
(extended) inpainting domain.
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We will consider the following variational framework for the functional ET ,
with a selectivity parameter T > 0: minimize
ET (u, w) = U (u, w) − T

Z

H(w(x, ·, ·))dx,

(4.1)

Õ

subject to
Z 2π

Z
O˜c

w(x, y, θ)dθdy = 1,

(4.2)

0

where
Z Z

U (u, w) =

Z 2π

O˜c

Õ

0

w(x, y, θ)kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g dθdydx,

(4.3)

and H(w(x, ·, ·)) denotes the entropy of the probability distribution w(x, ·, ·)
H(w(x, ·, ·)) = −

Z 2π

Z
O˜c

w(x, y, θ) log w(x, y, θ)dθdy.

(4.4)

0

We use the following notations: Ωp ⊂ R2 is the patch domain, rθ : R2 → R2 is
the rotation around the origin by an angle θ, i.e., in polar coordinates rθ (ρ, ϕ) =
(ρ, ϕ + θ) and Rθ is the rotation operator acting on a function and rotating it
by an angle θ around origin, such that Rθ f (x) = f (rθ (x)) or equivalently, in
polar coordinates Rθ f (ρ, ϕ) = f (ρ, ϕ + θ). We note, that for f ∈ L∞ we have
kf k∞ = kRθ f k∞ and likewise for f ∈ BV , the space of functions of bounded
variation: kf kBV = kRθ f kBV , for any θ ∈ [0, 2π].
Euler-Lagrange equations for ET
We recall the formulas for the solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations for
(4.1) which were derived in Section 3.1:
For a fixed u and minimizing with respect to w, we obtain the solution
1
1
exp − kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g ,
ZT (u)(x)
T


wT (u)(x, y, θ) =
where
Z

ZT (u)(x) =

Z 2π

R2

0



1
exp − kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g dθdy
T


(4.5)



(4.6)

is the normalization to make w a probability density (to fulfill (4.2)).
When fixing w and optimizing with respect to u, the solution reads as
Z

u(x) =

O˜c

Z 2π Z
0

R2

g(h)w(x − h, y − rθ (h), θ)û(y)dhdθdy.

(4.7)
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Existence of minimizers of ET
In this section we will show the existence of minimizers of the energy functional
in the case when the selectivity parameter T > 0. Throughout the whole section
Lemma 4.4 will play a key role. To give sense to the rotations, we will only work
in a two-dimensional setting. Similar results, without rotations, hold for the
more general case in Rd and we refer to [AFC11] for a proof of convergence in
this setting. The conceptual ideas for the proof of convergence in the rotation
invariant setting go along the lines in [AFC11], some results can even be used
without further modification.
We assume Ω to be a rectangle in R2 , û ∈ L∞ (Oc ) ∩ BV (Oc ) and u : Ω → R
such that u|Oc = û. In our energy functional (4.1) we implicitly understand
that ET (u, w) = +∞ in case the integral in the second term is not defined. We
also note that ET (u, w) is bounded below.
As admissible functions we define the set
A := {(u, w) : u ∈ L∞ (Ω), u = û in Oc , w ∈ W},

(4.8)

where W is given by
1

c

{w ≥ 0 : w ∈ L (Õ × Õ × [0, 2π]),

Z
Õc

Z 2π

w(x, y, θ)dθdy = 1 for a.e. x ∈ Õ}.

0

In this section we want to prove the existence of minimizers of the following
problem
min ET (u, w).
(4.9)
(u,w)∈A

Clearly, in order to minimize ET the error between the two patches pu (x)
and Rθ pû (y) should be small whenever w(x, y, θ) is large. Unfortunately, the
functional is not convex and consequently, the set of minimizers in A must not
be connected and there might exist non-optimal local minimizers.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose g ∈ C0∞ (R2 , R+ ), supp g ⊂ Ωp , and û ∈ BV (Oc ) ∩
L∞ (Oc ). Also let g be radially symmetric, i.e. g(h) = g(|h|). Then we have:
(i) If (un , wn ) ∈ A is a minimizing sequence for ET such that un is uniformly
bounded, then it has a subsequence converging to a minimizer (u, w) ∈ A
of ET .
(ii) We can construct minimizing sequences as in (i), hence a minimizer
(u, w) ∈ A of ET exists. For any such minimizer we have u ∈ W 1,∞ (O)
and w ∈ W 1,∞ (Õ × Õc × [0, 2π]).
To prove the proposition we need the following two lemmas.
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Lemma 4.2. Let A ∈ BV (R2 ) and v ∈ L∞ (R2 ), then there exist constants
C1 , C2 > 0 such that the following estimates hold:
k∇z
k∇θ

Z

v(h)A(h + z)dhk∞ ≤ C1 kvk∞ kAkBV ,

R2

Z
R2

v(h)A(rθ (h))dhk∞ ≤ C2 kvk∞ kAkBV .

(4.10)

Proof. Let (ρε )ε be a family of mollifiers, which approximates the Dirac measure, and vε = v ∗ ρε and Aε = A ∗ ρε . Then one can deduce from Hölder’s
inequality that kvε k∞ ≤ kvk∞ for any ε > 0. Furthermore, vε → v in Lp for
1 ≤ p < ∞ and vε converges weakly-* in L∞ to v as ε → 0. Also, Aε → A in
L1 .
Clearly, for some ε > 0 any z ∈ R2 we have that
|∇z
=|

Z
R2

vε (h)Aε (h + z)dh|

Z
R2

vε (h)∇z Aε (h + z)dh|

≤ kvε k∞ k∇Aε k1
≤ C 0 kvk∞ kAε kW 1,1 ,
for some C 0 > 0. Since the statement holds for all z we deduce that
k∇z

Z
R2

vε (h)Aε (h + z)dhk∞ ≤ C 0 kvk∞ kAε kW 1,1 ≤ C1 kvk∞ kAkBV ,

(4.11)

for some C1 > 0.
R
R
Let Fε (z) = R2 vε (h)Aε (h + z)dh and F (z) = R2 v(h)A(h + z)dh. Then
|F (z) − Fε (z)|
=|
≤|

Z
Z

vA −

Z

vε Aε |

(v − vε )A| + |

Z

vε (A − Aε )|.

Since A is an L1 -function and vε converges weakly-* to v in L∞ as ε → 0 the
first term on the right-hand side tends to zero for ε → 0. For the second term
on the right-hand side we have that
|

Z

vε (A − Aε )| ≤ kvε k∞ kA − Aε k1 ≤ kvk∞ kA − Aε k1 ,

and as Aε → A in L1 , we have that |F (z) − Fε (z)| goes to zero as ε → 0 for all
z and hence Fε converges uniformly to F .
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By (4.11), k∇Fε (z)k∞ is bounded. By a Hölder estimate, also kFε (z)k∞ is
bounded. Hence exists some function G(z) such that ∇Fε (z) converges weakly* to G(z) in L∞ . Let us now argue that G can be identified with ∇F in L∞ .
For ψ ∈ W 1,1 we have that
Z

∇Fε · ψ = h∇Fε , ψi = −hFε , Dψi,

where Dψ denotes the distributional derivative of ψ. Letting ε → 0 one obtains
hG, ψi = −hF, Dψi = h∇F, ψi,
and hence ∇F = G in the dual of W 1,1 . For any φ ∈ L1 there exists a sequence
(ψε )ε , where ψε ∈ W 1,1 , and ψε → φ in L1 as ε → 0, which can for instance be
obtained by convolution with suitable mollifiers. Hence, for ε → 0
hG, ψε i = h∇F, ψε i
↓

↓

hG, φi = h∇F, φi,
0



and thus ∇F = G in L1 = L∞ which implies that ∇Fε converges weakly-*
to ∇F in L∞ . By the Banach-Alaoglu theorem [AB06, Thm. 5.105] we have
that
lim inf k∇Fε k∞ ≥ k∇F k∞ .
(4.12)
ε→0

Combining (4.11) and (4.12) we have
k∇z

Z
R2

v(h)A(h + z)dhk∞ = k∇F k∞ ≤ lim inf k∇Fε k∞ ≤ C1 kvk∞ kAkBV ,
ε→0

which is the first estimate in (4.10).
The second estimate holds because
|∇θ

Z
R2

vε (h)Aε (rθ (h))dh| ≤ kvε k∞ k∇Aε k1 ,

and hence exists C2 > 0 such that
k∇θ

Z
R2

vε (h)Aε (rθ (h))dhk∞ ≤ C2 kvk∞ kAkBV .

One repeats the argumentation from above to conclude the proof.

Remark 4.3. It is easily checked, that for the same constant C1 one can also
obtain
Z
k∇z
v(h)A(h − z)dhk∞ ≤ C1 kvk∞ kAkBV ,
R2
∞
L -norm

since we take the
remains unchanged.

over all z and the absolute value of the gradient
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Lemma 4.4. Let g ∈ C0∞ (R2 , R+ ), supp g ⊂ Ωp , g radially symmetric, i.e.,
g(h) = g(|h|). Let û ∈ BV (Oc ) ∩ L∞ (Oc ) and u ∈ L∞ (Õ), then the following
functions are uniformly bounded in O × Õc × [0, 2π].
|∇ξ

Z
R2

(u(x + h) − û(y + rθ (h)))2 g(h)dh|,

where ξ = x, y, θ.

(4.13)

Proof. First observe that the term can be split in three terms by evaluation of
the squares:
Z

∇ξ

R2

= ∇ξ

(u(x + h) − û(y + rθ (h)))2 g(h)dh

Z

(u(x + h))2 g(h)dh

R2

+ ∇ξ

Z

− 2∇ξ

R2

(û(y + rθ (h)))2 g(h)dh

Z
R2

u(x + h)û(y + rθ (h))g(h)dh.

(4.14)

The second term can be rewritten
∇ξ

Z

= ∇ξ
= ∇ξ

R2

(û(y + rθ (h)))2 g(h)dh

Z
R2

Z

(û(y + h))2 g(r−θ (h))dh
(û(y + h))2 g(h)dh.

R2

Hence, the first two terms on the right-hand side of (4.14) are convolutions and
we have the following estimates:

|∇ξ

Z
R2

Z

(u(x + h))2 g(h)dh| ≤ kuk2∞ k∇gk1 ,

(4.15)

(û(x + rθ (h)))2 g(h)dh| ≤ kûk2∞ k∇gk1 ,

(4.16)

|∇ξ

R2

for ξ = x, y, θ.
Let us now examine the third term on the right-hand side of (4.14). In the
case ξ = x, we have that
∇x

Z
R2

u(x + h)û(y + rθ (h))g(h)dh = ∇x

Z
R2

u(h)û(y + rθ (h − x))g(h − x)dh.

Choosing v(h) = u(h) and A(h − x) = û(y + rθ (h − x))g(h − x), we can apply
Lemma 4.2 under consideration of Remark 4.3, since A is a BV -function with
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kAkBV ≤ kûk∞ kgkBV + kgk∞ kûkBV [AFP00, Remark 3.10]. We obtain that
k∇x

Z
R2

u(x+h)û(y+rθ (h))g(h)dhk∞ ≤ C1 kuk∞ (kûk∞ kgkW 1,1 + kgk∞ kûkBV ) .
(4.17)

By (4.15), (4.16), and (4.17), |∇x
formly bounded.
In the case ξ = y, we have that
|∇y

Z
R2

R

R2 (u(x

+ h) − û(y + rθ (h)))2 g(h)dh| is uni-

u(x + h)û(y + rθ (h))g(h)dh| = |∇y

Z
R2

u(x + r−θ (h))û(y + h)g(h)dh|.

Setting v(h) = u(x + r−θ (h))g(h) and A(h + y) = û(h + y) we can apply Lemma
4.2 and obtain
k∇y

Z
R2

u(x + h)û(y + rθ (h))g(h)dhk∞

≤

C1 kuk∞ kgk∞ kûkBV . (4.18)

Hence |∇y R2 (u(x + h) − û(y + rθ (h)))2 g(h)dh| is uniformly bounded.
In the case ξ = θ, we set v(h) = u(x + h)g(h) and A(rθ (h)) = û(y + rθ (h)).
Then the application of Lemma 4.2 yields
R

k∇θ

Z
R2

u(x + h)û(y + rθ (h))g(h)dhk∞

≤

C2 kuk∞ kgk∞ kûkBV . (4.19)

Since |∇θ R2 (u(x + h) − û(y + rθ (h)))2 g(h)dh| is uniformly bounded by the
estimates in (4.15), (4.16), and (4.19), we have concluded the proof.
R

We are now in the position to proof Proposition 4.1.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. We first prove (i). Let (un , wn ) ∈ A be a minimizing
sequence for ET such that un is uniformly bounded.
If we define log+ (t) := χ{t>1} log t, we observe that wn 7→ wn log+ wn is
bounded in L1 (Õ × Õc × [0, 2π]) since the domain is bounded. Thus we can say
that wn is bounded in the Orlicz space L log+ L(Õ × Õc × [0, 2π]). L log+ L can
be seen as a function space which generalizes the the usual Lp -spaces, instead of
the convex function tp , 1 ≤ p < ∞, that characterizes the Lp spaces we consider
the convex function t log+ t. A function f : X → R is in L log+ L(X) if
Z

|f (t)| log+ |f (t)|dt < ∞.

X

As log+ t grows slower than any power function tr , r > 0, as t → ∞, for a
bounded subset Ω ⊂ X we have that for ε > 0
L1 (Ω) ) L log+ L(Ω) ) L1+ε (Ω),

(4.20)
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and for 1 ≤ p < ∞
Lp (Ω) ) (L log+ L(Ω))0 ) L∞ (Ω).

(4.21)

For more about Orlicz spaces we refer to [BO31] and [KR61].
Let us now argue, that (wn )n∈N is relatively weakly compact in L1 . Since
(wn )n∈N is bounded and ϕ(t) = t log+ t is an increasing function satisfying
(t log+ t)/t = log+ t → ∞ as t → ∞, we have that (wn )n∈N is equi-integrable
(cf. [AFP00, Def. 1.26, Prop. 1.27]). Then we apply the Dunford-Pettis
theorem to obtain that (wn )n∈N is relatively weakly compact.
Since (wn )n∈N is relatively weakly compact in L1 we may extract a subsequence (again called wn ) which weakly converges to some w ∈ W in L1 (Õ× Õc ×
[0, 2π]). By assumption, we know that un is uniformly bounded and hence exists
a subsequence (again called un ) which weakly converges to u in Lp , 1 < p < ∞,
and weakly-* in L∞ .
From Lemma 4.4 we know that the functions
∇ξ

Z
R2

g(h)(un (x + h) − û(y + rθ (h)))2 dh,

with ξ = x, y, θ,

are bounded by a constant depending on kun k∞ . However, since un is uniformly
bounded
the above gradients are bounded by a constant independent of n. Also
R
2
R2 g(h)(un (x + h) − û(y + rθ (h))) dh as a non-negative function of (x, y, θ) on
a bounded domain has an upper bound that solely depends on kgk1 , kun k∞
and kûk∞ and therefore is bounded independently of n. Hence, we are in the
position to apply the Ascoli-Arzelá
theorem [Po74], which yields a subsequence,
R
again denoted by un such that R2 g(h)(un (x + h) − û(y + rθ (h)))2 dh converges
uniformly and strongly in all Lp spaces, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, as well as in the dual of
L log+ L (see (4.21)) to some continuous function W (x, y, θ) as n → ∞. Thus
we have that

Z Z
O˜c

Õ

Z 2π

w(x, y, θ)W (x, y, θ)dθdydx
Z 2π

Z Z

=

lim inf
n

(4.22)

0

Õ

O˜c

0

wn (x, y, θ)kpun (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g dθdydx.
R

R

We shall now demonstrate that w log w ≤ lim inf n wn log wn . Since wn
weakly converges to w in L1 , by Mazur’s Lemma (cf. [ET99, Chap. 1]) there
exists a sequence of convex combinations w̄n that strongly converges to w in
L1 . Then w̄n → w almost everywhere and thus
Z

w log w ≤ lim inf
n

Z

w̄n log w̄n .

(4.23)
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Using the fact that t R7→ t log t is a convex function for t ≥ 0, we see that if
(wn )n∈N is such that wn log wn ≤ C , for some RC > 0 and all n ∈ N then
also for the convex combinations w̄n we have that w̄n log w̄n ≤ C and we can
deduce that
Z
Z
w̄n log w̄n ≤ lim inf

lim inf
n

n

wn log wn ,

(4.24)

such that (4.23) and (4.24) yield
Z

w log w ≤ lim inf

Z

n

wn log wn .

(4.25)

Then, taking together (4.22) and (4.25), we have shown that
Z 2π

Z Z
Õ

Z Z

+T
Õ

O˜c 0
Z 2π

w(x, y, θ)W (x, y, θ)dθdydx

w(x, y, θ) log w(x, y, θ)dθdydx

O˜c

0

≤ lim inf ET (un , wn ).
n

We use the following estimate
1

(W (x, y, θ)) 2

(4.26)

=

lim kpun (x) − Rθ pû (y)kg

≥

lim(kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)kg − kpun (x) − pu (x)kg )

n

n

= kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)kg
Z

=
R2

2

1

g(h)(u(x + h) − û(y + rθ (h))) dh

2

,

and conclude that
W (x, y, θ) ≥

Z
R2

g(h)(u(x + h) − û(y + rθ (h)))2 dh.

Thus
ET (u, w) ≤ lim inf ET (un , wn ),
n

which proves (i) since (un , wn ) is a minimizing sequence and (u, w) ∈ A.
To prove the claim of (ii) let (u0n , wn0 ) be a minimizing sequence for ET . We
define a sequence (un , wn ) by
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un := arg min ET (u, wn0 )

and

(4.27)

u

wn := arg min ET (un , w).

(4.28)

w

These are well-defined and can be computed by the Euler-Lagrange equation,
because the functional is bounded below and convex in one variable whenever
the other variable is fixed. We observe that (un , wn ) again is a minimizing
sequence of ET since by (4.27) and (4.28) we have that
ET (un , wn ) ≤ ET (un , wn0 ) ≤ ET (u0n , wn0 ).
From the Euler-Lagrange equation with respect to u (4.7) and by Hölder’s
inequality we see that kun kL∞ (O) ≤ kûk∞ , which allows us to apply (i), since
we showed that un is uniformly bounded. Hence there is a minimizer (u, w) ∈ A
of ET .
We now want to show that u ∈ W 1,∞ (O) and w ∈ W 1,∞ (Õ × Õc × [0, 2π])
whenever (u, w) ∈ A is a minimizer of ET .
First we want to show that the gradients ∇ξ , where ξ = x, y, θ, of w are
bounded. For better readability we introduce U (x, y, θ) := kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g .
From Lemma 4.4 we know that ∇ξ U (x, y, θ) are bounded for ξ = x, y, θ. Using
(4.7) we again have that kukL∞ (O) ≤ kûk∞ and thus
Z 2π

Z

ZT (u)(x) =

Õc

0

1
exp − kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g dθdy
T




is bounded below and above by positive constants, i.e., C1 ≤
Thus we have that
∇y w(x, y, θ) = −

exp(− T1 U (x, y, θ))
∇y U (x, y, θ)
T ZT (u)(x)

∇θ w(x, y, θ) = −

exp(− T1 U (x, y, θ))
∇θ U (x, y, θ)
T ZT (u)(x)

1
ZT (u)(x)

and

≤ C2 .

(4.29)
(4.30)

are bounded. Since
∇x ZT (u)(x) = −

1
T

Z
Õc

Z 2π
0

1
exp − U (x, y, θ) ∇x U (x, y, θ)dθdy
T




is bounded we deduce that also
exp(− T1 U (x, y, θ))
∇x w(x, y, θ) = −
ZT (u)(x)



1
∇x ZT (u)(x)
∇x U (x, y, θ) +
T
ZT (u)(x)

is bounded and hence w ∈ W 1,∞ (Õ × Õc × [0, 2π]).



(4.31)
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For x ∈ O we further have that
∇x u(x) =

Z 2π Z

Z
Õc

0

∇x (g(h)w(x + h, y + rθ (h), θ)û(y))dhdθdy

R2

Z 2π Z

Z

g(h)(∇x w(x + h, y + rθ (h), θ))û(y)dhdθdy,

=
Õc

0

R2

which is bounded by the argument above and therefore u ∈ W 1,∞ (O).

Remark 4.5. Note that whenever (u, w) ∈ A fulfills (4.5) and (4.7), we have
that u ∈ W 1,∞ (O) and w ∈ W 1,∞ (Õ × Õc × [0, 2π]).
Limit case T → 0
We are now interested in the case where the selectivity parameter T = 0. The
idea behind is that the fuzzy correspondence map w(x, y, θ) from the case T > 0
becomes a one-to-one correspondence map that determines the probability distribution. Clearly, these Dirac measures are not anymore absolutely continuous
with respect to Lebesgue measure. We will therefore state some measure theoretic results which will be helpful for the remainder of this section. We will use
the gained knowledge to propose a well-defined minimization problem for E0 ,
show existence of minimizers and examine their properties. As a last step we
will show Γ-convergence of ET to E0 .
Now let ν be a positive Radon measure on X × Z , such that ν(X × Z) =
M < ∞ and µ = π# ν the push-forward measure (cf. [AFP00, Def. 1.70]),
1
where π : X × Z → X denotes projection on the first factor. Since ν 0 = M
ν is a
probability measure, the application of the disintegration theorem (see [AFP00,
Thm. 2.28]) on the product space X ×Z and the projection π immediately yields
the existence of a measurable measure-value map (in the sense of [AFP00, Def.
1
2.25]) x 7→ νx such that ν 0 (x, z) = νx (z) M
µ(z). Then, by scaling back with
factor M , the following statements about this measurable measure-value map
x 7→ νx hold for arbitrary ψ ∈ L1 (X × Z, ν):
νx (Z) = 1 µ-a.e. in X ,
ψ(x, ·) ∈ L1 (Z, νx )
x 7→

Z
Z

µ-a.e. in X ,

ψ(x, z)dνx (z) ∈ L1 (X , µ),

Z

Z Z

ψ(x, z)dν(x, z) =
X ×Z

X

Z

ψ(x, z)dνx (z)dµ(x).

For our application, we consider the case X = Õ and Z = cl(Õc ) × [0, 2π]
such that (y, θ) = z ∈ Z and Z is a subset of R3 .
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Let us define the set M to be the set of finite Radon measures ν ≥ 0 on
X ×Z such that their restriction on the first component is equal to the Lebesgue
measure on Õ, i.e. π# ν = L2 |Õ . Under the same assumptions on g and û as in
Proposition 4.1 we further define
A0 := {(u, ν) : u ∈ L∞ (Ω), u = û ∈ Oc , ν ∈ M},
and for (u, ν) ∈ A0
Z

E0 (u, ν) :=

Z

Õ×Õc ×[0,2π] R2

g(h)(u(x + h) − û(y + rθ (h)))2 dhdν(x, z). (4.32)

By the estimates on the integrand which were shown in Lemma 4.4, we derive
that this integral is well-defined for (u, ν) ∈ A0 .
We recall the solution to the Euler-Lagrange equation of E0 (·, ν) for ν fixed,
which was derived in (3.4) in Section 3.1:
Z

Z

u(x) =
R2

Õc ×[0,2π]

û(y)dνx−h (y − rθ (h), θ)g(h)dh,

x ∈ O.

(4.33)

Let us now discuss properties of the following minimization problem
min E0 (u, ν).

(4.34)

(u,ν)∈A0

We have the following theorem as a first result.
Theorem 4.6. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.1 there exists a minimizer (u, ν) ∈ A0 of E0 .
Proof. Let (un , νn ) ∈ A0 be a minimizing sequence of E0 . If un is not uniformly
bounded, let ũn := un χ|un |≤2kûk∞ be a truncated sequence constructed from un .
Since for all x ∈ Õ and all y ∈ Õc the following inequality holds
|ũn (x) − û(y)| ≤ |un (x) − û(y)|,
we deduce that
Z
R2

g(h)(ũn (x + h) − û(y + rθ (h)))2 dh ≤

Z
R2

g(h)(un (x + h) − û(y + rθ (h)))2 dh,

and hence (ũn , νn ) is also a minimizing sequence. Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume un to be uniformly bounded and we can therefore extract a subsequence, again denoted by un , which weakly-*-converges to some
u
∈ L∞ (Ω) with u|Oc = û. From the proof of Proposition 4.1 we know that
R
2
R2 g(h)(un (x + h) − û(y + rθ (h))) dh converges uniformly to a continuous function W (x, y, θ). On the other hand, we may also assume that νn is relatively
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compact with respect to the weak-*-topology and thus admits a subsequence
that weakly-*-converges to a measure ν [AFP00, Thm. 1.59]. We will denote
this subsequence again by νn . Some properties which hold for νn , n ∈ N, are
carried over to ν: From the weak-*-convergence, we have that
ν(V × cl(Õc ) × [0, 2π]) ≤ L2 (V ),

∀V ⊂ Õ open,

ν(K × cl(Õc ) × [0, 2π]) ≥ L2 (K),

∀K ⊂ Õ compact,

and by the regularity of ν we obtain
ν(B × cl(Õc ) × [0, 2π]) = L2 (B) for any Borel set B ⊂ Õ.

(4.35)

Thus, we have that the projection π# ν = L2 |Õ and, as a consequence, ν ∈ M.
Using the argument of (4.26), we have that
Z
R2

g(h)(u(x + h) − û(y + rθ (h)))2 dh ≤ W (x, y, θ),

which yields
E0 (u, ν) ≤ lim inf E0 (un , νn ),
n

and therefore (u, ν) is a minimizer of E0 .
Considering the case that ϕ : X → Z is a measurable map, then, equivalently,
x 7→ νx = δϕ(x) (z) is measurable. In this way the measurable map ϕ determines
a measure in Z that we will denote as ν ϕ .
We will now state a result from [AFC11, Prop. 3].
Proposition 4.7. There exists a minimizer (u∗ , ν ∗ ) ∈ A0 of E0 , such that
ν ∗ = ν ϕ where ϕ : Õ → Z = cl(Õc ) × [0, 2π] is a measurable map.
For the proof, the interested reader is referred to [AFC11]. One should read
X = Õ and Z = cl(Õc ) × [0, 2π] to make it work for the rotation invariant
setting. Here we will just state the conceptual ideas:
Berge’s maximum theR
orem [AB06, Thm. 17.31] applied to −U (x, z) = − R2 g(h)(u(x + h) − û(y +
rθ (h)))2 dh, x ∈ X , (y, θ) = z ∈ Z, yields that m(x) = minz∈Z U (x, z) is continuous and that the set-valued function M (x) = {z ∈ Z : U (x, z) = m(x)} is
upper-hemicontinuous. Then by the closed graph theorem [AB06, Thm. 17.11]
M (x) has a closed graph. The application of the Kuratowski-Ryll-Nardzewski
theorem [AB06, Thm. 18.13] yields the existence of a measurable selector ϕ,
such that E0 (u, ν ϕ ) = min(u,ν)∈A0 E0 (u, ν), which is the claim of the proposition.
As it is further stated in [AFC11, Thm. 2], ϕ is not necessarily a BV function. It only implies, that for a given ε > 0 exists Sε ∈ BV (X )m such that
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E0 (u, ν Sε ) ≤ min(u,ν)∈A0 E0 (u, ν) + ε. Due to this discrepancy, we will only be
able to show convergence results for E0 in the discrete setting (see section 4.1).
With the below proposition we now address the interplay of the functionals
ET and E0 .
Proposition 4.8. The energies ET Γ-converge to the energy E0 as T → 0 (in
the sense of [AFP00, Def. 6.12]). In particular, the minimizers of ET converge
to minimizers of E0 .
Proof. Let (un , wn ) be a sequence in A such that un weak-*-converges in L∞ to
u and wn weak-*-converges as measures to ν, where (u, ν) ∈ A0 . Furthermore,
let Tn > 0 be a sequence in R such that Tn → 0. Since un weak-*-converges to
u, exists N ∈ N such
that un is uniformly bounded for all n ≥ N . By Lemma
R
4.4, we have that R2 g(h)(un (x + h) − û(y + rθ (h)))2 dh is uniformly Lipschitz
for n ≥ N and converges uniformly to a function W (x, z) = W (x, y, θ) and with
Z = Õc × [0, 2π], z = (y, θ) we have
Z Z
Õ

W (x, z)dν(x, z) ≤ lim inf
n

Z

≤ lim inf
n

Z Z
Z

Õ

Z Z
Õ

Z

wn (x, y, θ)kpun (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g dzdx

wn (x, y, θ)(kpun (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g + Tn log wn (x, y, θ))dzdx

Again, as we have seen in (4.26), we have that
Z
R2

g(h)(u(x + h) − û(y + rθ (h)))2 dh ≤ W (x, y, θ)

and hence
E0 (u, ν) ≤ lim inf ETn (un , wn ).
n

(4.36)

Let us now show the lim sup-property. For (u, ν) ∈ A0 , let νx be the probability measure obtained by disintegrating ν with respect to L2 |Õ . We define
un = u for all n and wn (x, z) = (mTn ∗ νx )(z), where mT (z) for T > 0 are a
family of normed mollifier functions, which weak-*-converge as measures to the
Dirac measure as T → 0. We have that wn ∈ W, wn → ν weakly-* as measures,
(un , wn ) = (u, wn ) ∈ A for all n and
Z Z

lim Tn
n

Õ

Z

wn (x, z) log wn (x, z)dzdx = 0.

We have that
Z Z

lim
n

Õ

Z

wn (x, y, θ)kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g dzdx
Z

=
Õ×Z

kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g dν(x, z)

(4.37)
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and therefore
E0 (u, ν) ≥ lim sup ETn (un , wn ).

(4.38)

n

Taking together the the lim inf-property and the the lim sup-property we
have shown the Γ-convergence of ET to the energy E0 .

Alternated optimization scheme
The algorithm used to minimize the energy describing the inpainting problem
is based on an alternating optimization scheme.
T > 0. We will at first consider the case T > 0.
Algorithm 4.9 (Alternated minimization of ET ). Initialization: choose u0 with
ku0 k∞ ≤ kûk∞ For k ∈ N solve
wk+1 = arg min ET (uk , w),

(4.39)

w∈W

uk+1 = arg min ET (u, wk+1 ),

(4.40)

u∈L∞ (Ω),
u=û in Oc

Under the assumptions made in Proposition 4.1 one may show the following
result:
Proposition 4.10. The iterated optimization algorithm converges (modulo a
subsequence) to a critical point of ET . The solution obtained (u∗ , w∗ ) satisfies
the regularity properties stated in Proposition 4.1, that is u∗ ∈ W 1,∞ (O) and
w∗ ∈ W 1,∞ (Õ × Õc × [0, 2π]).
Proof. Let h(u, w)(x, y, θ) = w(x, y, θ)(kpu (x)−Rθ pû (y)k2g +T log w(x, y, θ)), so
R R R
that ET (u, w) = Õ Õc 02π h(u, w)(x, y, θ)dθdydx. By the mean value theorem,
and denoting z = (y, θ), we have that
h(uk , wk )(x, z) − h(uk , wk+1 )(x, z) =

∂h k k+1
∂2h k
(u , w )(x, z) +
(u , w̃)(x, z),
∂w
∂w2

for some w̃(x, z) ∈ [wk (x, z), wk+1 (x, z)]. From the equations (4.29), (4.30), and
(4.31) in the proof of Proposition 4.1 we deduce that wk and wk+1 are bounded
independently of k and, as a consequence, w̃ is also bounded independently of
k. Also, since wk+1 is the minimizer of E0 (uk , w) with uk fixed, we have that
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∂h
k
k+1 )
∂w (u , w

= 0 and, by direct computation,
C > 0 and γ > 0 such that

∂2h
(uk , w̃)
∂w2

=

T
w̃ .

Hence exist

h(uk , wk )(x, z) − h(uk , wk+1 )(x, z) ≥ Ckwk − wk+1 k22
and thus
γkwk − wk+1 k22 ≤ ET (uk , wk ) − ET (uk , wk+1 )
≤ ET (uk , wk ) − ET (uk+1 , wk+1 ),
where the last inequality holds due to the minimality of uk+1 in ET (u, wk+1 )
when wk+1 is fixed. Summing up over all k = 0, . . . , N yields
γ

N
X

kwk − wk+1 k22 + ET (uN +1 , wN +1 ) ≤ ET (u0 , w0 )

(4.41)

k=0

and in particular
kwk − wk+1 k22 → 0.

(4.42)

By the equations (4.29), (4.30), and (4.31), we know that wk has a uniform
Lipschitz bound. Hence, by the theorem of Ascoli-Arzelá, exists a subsequence
wkj converging to some w∗ in Lp for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. Then, from (4.42) we have
that also wkj +1 converges to w∗ . Then by the Euler-Lagrange formula (4.7),
we have that both ukj and ukj +1 converge to the same function u∗ . If we let
kj → ∞ in
Z 2π Z

Z

kj

u (x) =
Õc

R2

0

g(h)wkj (x − h, y − rθ (h), θ)û(y)dhdθdy,

and
wkj +1 (x, y, θ) =

1
1 kj
exp
−
kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g ,
k
T
ZT (u j )(x)




we obtain the optimality conditions of u∗ and w∗ in the respective EulerLagrange equations (see (4.5) and (4.7)):
u∗ (x) =

Z
Õc

Z 2π Z
0

R2

g(h)w∗ (x − h, y − rθ (h), θ)û(y)dhdθdy,

(4.43)

and
1
1
w (x, y, θ) =
exp − kp∗u (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g .
ZT (u∗ )(x)
T
∗





(4.44)

Thus (u∗ , w∗ ) is a critical point of ET (u, w) since it fulfills the Euler-Lagrange
equations. Due to the convexity of the functional in one variable whenever the
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other one is fixed, we have that (u∗ , w∗ ) actually is a local minimizer. The
stated space inclusions hold due to the estimates shown in Proposition 4.1 (see
Remark 4.5).

T = 0. For E0 , as we have discussed before, and as it can be seen in [AFC11,
Thm. 2], we are lacking information on the compactness of the iterates. Thus,
the convergence of the alternating minimization scheme in the one-to-one correspondence model can not be proven in the continuous case by compactness
arguments. One way of regaining compactness is to restrict the model to (finite
dimensional) sampled images by means of a proper discretization. We may
therefore restrict ourselves to a finite number Nθ of admissible rotation angles
2kπ
2kπ
Nθ , k = 1, . . . , Nθ . We define Mθ := { Nθ : k = 1, . . . , Nθ }. For a certain grid
constant τ > 0 we set
P̃ = Õ ∩ τ Z2 ,
P̃ c = Õc ∩ τ Z2 .
We note that û is considered to be a function on Õc , such that the evaluation
for y ∈ Õc \ P̃ c still makes sense.
In general, also for the continuous case, we consider the following alternating
minimization algorithm:
Algorithm 4.11 (Alternated minimization of E0 ). Initialization: choose u0
with ku0 k∞ ≤ kûk∞ For k ∈ N solve
ν k = arg min ET (uk , ν),

(4.45)

ν∈M

uk+1 = arg min ET (u, ν k ),

(4.46)

u∈L∞ (Ω),
u=û in Oc

As discussed before, we can set ν k to be the measure which is induced by the
measurable one-to-one correspondence map ϕ : P̃ → P̃ c × Mθ that maps x to
(y, θ) such that kpu (x) − Rθ (pû (y)k2g is minimal for each x ∈ P̃ . Further, for
x ∈ P̃ we have the discrete minimizer of (4.46) can be computed by (see also
(4.7))
u(x) =

X X X
y∈P̃ c

g(h)ν(x − h, y − rθ (h), θ)û(y).

(4.47)

θ∈Mθ h∈R2

In general, we have the following convergence result, which can be adapted
to the discrete and finite dimensional setting where actually compactness is
guaranteed.
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Proposition 4.12. Assume that the sequence (uk , wk ) generated by the algorithm is actually compact in A0 . (Let us stress that in the discrete case this
assumption is validated, while for the continuous setting the compactness of the
sequence is an open issue.) Then its limits are critical points of the energy E0 .
Proof. Since uk and ν k are bounded there exists a subsequence (ukj , ν kj ) converging to (ū, ν̄). Then clearly, by the definition, ν̄ is a minimizer of ν 7→
E0 (ū, ν). We will now show that ukj +1 − ukj converges to zero.
The sequence (E0 (uk , ν k ))k∈N , obtained from the alternating minimization
scheme on E0 (u, ν), is monotonically decreasing and bounded below because
E0 (u, w) ≥ 0 for all (u, w) ∈ A0 and hence a convergent sequence. Furthermore,
since E0 (uk , ν k ) ≥ E0 (uk+1 , ν k ) ≥ E0 (uk+1 , ν k+1 ), we have that
0 ≤ E0 (uk , ν k ) − E0 (uk+1 , ν k ) ≤ E0 (uk , ν k ) − E0 (uk+1 , ν k+1 ) → 0,

k → ∞.
(4.48)
We rewrite E0 (uk , ν k ) − E0 (uk+1 , ν k ) with the notation z = (y, θ), O =
Õ × Õc × [0, 2π], uk = uk (x + h), likewise for uk+1 , ûθ = û(y + rθ (h)) and work
in the integral notation for better readability:
E0 (uk , ν k ) − E0 (uk+1 , ν k )
Z Z



=
O R2

Z Z

=
O

R2

Z Z

=
O R2



g(h) (uk − ûθ )2 − (uk+1 − ûθ )2 dhdν k (x, z)
g(h)(2ûθ − uk+1 − uk )(uk+1 − uk )dhdν k (x, z)
g(h)(2ûθ − 2uk+1 + uk+1 − uk )(uk+1 − uk )dhdν k (x, z)

Z Z

= 2
O R2

g(h)(ûθ − uk+1 )(uk+1 − uk )dhdν k (x, z)

Z Z

+

g(h)(uk+1 − uk )2 dhdν k (x, z).

O R2

The first term on the right-hand side is zero dueR to
the fact that uk+1 is the
R
k
k
minimizer of E0 (u, ν ) with ν fixed and since 2 O R2 g(h)(ûθ − uk+1 )(uk+1 −
uk )dhdν k (x, z) is precisely the variational derivative of E0 at (uk+1 , ν k ) and in
direction uk+1 − uk . We may proceed as in (3.3) and (3.4) to obtain that for
almost every x the following estimate holds:
k+1

ku

−

uk k2L2 (O)

≤

Z Z

g(h)(uk+1 − uk )2 dhdν k (x, z),

(4.49)

O R2

R

due to the radial symmetry of g, the fact that R2 g(h)dh = 1 and the fact
that νx is a probability density for all x ∈ O. Thus, in view of (4.48) and
(4.49), uk+1 − uk converges to zero as k → 0, and in particular ukj +1 − ukj
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converges to zero as kj → 0. We proceed as in the proof of Proposition 4.10 to
obtain equations similar to (4.43) and (4.44) and deduce that ū is a minimizer
of E0 (u, ν̄) with ν̄ fixed. Hence (ū, ν̄) is a local minimizer of E0 (u, ν).

4.2 Analysis of E∇,T
We will now analyze the functional E∇,T , for T > 0. We will show existence of
minimizers and examine their properties. Thereafter we will show convergence
of the alternated optimization scheme.
Let us consider the functional of the patch non-local Poisson model
Z 2π

Z Z

E∇,T (u, w)) =
Õ

O˜c

0

w(x, y, θ)kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2∇,g dθdydx
Z Z

+T
Õ

O˜c

Z 2π

w(x, y, θ) log w(x, y, θ)dθdydx, (4.50)
0

subject to
Z

Z 2π

w(x, y, θ)dθdy = 1,

O˜c

for a.e. x ∈ O.

(4.51)

0

We define the set of admissible function pairs (u, w) based on definition of A
in (4.8) from Section 4.1:
A∇ := {(u, w) ∈ A : u ∈ W 1,2 (O), u|∂O = û|∂Oc }.

(4.52)

We recall the Euler-Lagrange equations which were derived in Section 3.2.
The minimizer E∇,T (u, ·) for fixed u is given by
1
1
w∇,T (u)(x, y, θ) =
exp − kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2∇,g ,
ZT (u)(x)
T




(4.53)

where
Z 2π

Z

Z∇,T (u)(x) =

R2

0

1
exp − kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2∇,g dθdy
T




(4.54)

is the normalization to make w a probability density (to fulfill (4.51)).
For a fixed w and minimizing with respect to u we obtain
(

∆u(x) = div v(w)(x), x ∈ O,
u = û,
on ∂O,

(4.55)

where
Z

Z

Z 2π

v(w)(x) =
R2

Õc

0

(∇rθ (·) û(y))w(x − h, y − rθ (h), θ)g(h)dθdydh.

(4.56)
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Existence of minimizers
In this section we shall prove existence of minimizers to the following minimization problem:
min
(u,w)∈A∇

E∇,T (u, w).

(4.57)

Proposition 4.13. Assume that û ∈ W 2,2 (Oc ) ∩ W 1,∞ (Oc ) ∩ L∞ (Oc ) and g ∈
W 1,∞ (R2 , R+ ) has compact support in Ωp = Br (0) and is radially symmetric,
i.e., g(h) = g(|h|). Then there exists a solution to the variational problem
(4.57). Moreover for any solution (u, w) of (4.57) we have u ∈ W 1,2 (O) ∩
2,p
Wloc
(O) ∩ L∞ (O) for all p ∈ [0, ∞) and w ∈ W 1,∞ (Õ × Õc × [0, 2π]).
For the proof of Proposition 4.13 we need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4.14. Assume that û ∈ W 1,∞ (Oc ) and g as in Proposition 4.13. Let
(u, w) ∈ A∇ and E∇,T (u, w) ≤ C. Then
kukW 1,2 (O) ≤ C 0 .

(4.58)

Proof. Let us first note that for a, b ∈ Rm and any ε > 0
1
2|a · b| ≤ ε|a|2 + |b|2 ,
ε
1

(4.59)

1

since |ε 2 a ± ε− 2 b|2 ≥ 0.
By assumption, we have that E∇,T (u, w) ≤ C and thus exists C1 = C1 (C) > 0
such that
Z 2π

Z Z
O˜c

Õ

0

w(x, y, θ)kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2∇,g dθdydx ≤ C1 .

We rewrite the term on the left-hand side and use (4.59) with ε =
that
Z 2π

Z Z
Õ

O˜c

0

Z 2π

Z Z

=
Õ

−2

O˜c

0

Z Z

≥

Z Z
Õ

−

O˜c

Õ

O˜c

to estimate

w(x, y, θ)(kpu (x)k2∇,g + kRθ pû (y)k2∇,g )dθdydx

Z 2π

Z

w(x, y, θ)
R2

(∇h u(x + h) · ∇h û(y + rθ (h)))g(h)dhdθdydx

w(x, y, θ)(kpu (x)k2∇,g + kRθ pû (y)k2∇,g )dθdydx

0

Z Z

1
2

w(x, y, θ)kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2∇,g dθdydx

O˜c 0
Z 2π

Õ

(4.60)

Z 2π
0

1
w(x, y, θ)
kpu (x)k2∇,g + 2kRθ pû (y)k2∇,g dθdydx. (4.61)
2
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By (4.60) and (4.61)
Z 2π

Z Z
Õ

O˜c

w(x, y, θ)kpu (x)k2∇,g dθdydx ≤

0

Z 2π

Z Z

2 C1 +

Õ

O˜c

0

!

w(x, y, θ)kRθ pû (y)k2∇,g dθdydx , (4.62)

where Õ O˜c 02π w(x, y, θ)kRθ pû (y)k2∇,g dθdydx is bounded by a constant depending on kwkL1 and k∇ûk∞ .
R R

R

Finally, we observe that
Z 2π

Z Z
Õ

O˜c

Õ

O˜c

Z Z

=
Õ

Z

R2

Z

=
R2

Z

=
O

w(x, y, θ)kpu (x)k2∇,g dθdydx

Z 2π

Z Z

=

0

R2

Z

w(x, y, θ)
0

R2

|∇x u(x + h)|2 g(h)dhdθdydx

|∇x u(x + h)|2 g(h)dhdx =

Z
R2

Z
R2

χÕ (x − h)|∇x u(x)|2 g(h)dhdx ≥

χÕ (x)|∇x u(x + h)|2 g(h)dhdx

Z Z
O

R2

|∇x u(x)|2 g(h)dhdx

|∇x u(x)|2 dx = k∇uk2L2 (O) ,

which concludes the proof.

Lemma 4.15. Assume that û ∈ W 2,2 (Oc ), u ∈ W 1,2 (O), u|∂O = û|∂Oc and g
as above. Then
|∇ξ

Z
R2

|∇h u(x + h) − ∇h û(y + rθ (h))|2 g(h)dh|,

where ξ = x, y, θ,

(4.63)

are bounded in L∞ (Õ × Õc × [0, 2π]).

Proof. Let us write ui (x) = ∂xi u(x), ûi (x) = ∂xi û(x), i = 1, 2. Then for
i ∈ {1, 2} we have
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Z

∇x

R2

Z

= ∇x

R2

Z

=
R2

g(h)(ui (x + h) − ûi (y + rθ (h)))2 dh
g(h − x)(ui (h) − ûi (y + rθ (h − x)))2 dh

(∇x g(h − x))(ui (h) − ûi (y + rθ (h − x)))2 dh
Z

−2

R2

Z

+
R2

(4.64)

g(h − x)ui (h)∇x ûi (y + rθ (h − x))dh

g(h − x)∇x (ûi (y + rθ (h − x)))2 dh.

We observe that
|

Z
R2

≤

(∇x g(h − x))(ui (h) − ûi (y + rθ (h − x)))2 dh|

k∇gk∞ (k∇uk2L2 (Õ) + k∇ûk2L2 (Oc ) + 2k∇ukL2 (Õ) k∇ûkL2 (Oc ) ).

The second term on the right-hand side in (4.64) is estimated as follows:

|

Z
R2

g(h − x)ui (h)∇x ûi (y + rθ (h − x))dh| ≤ kgk∞ k∇ukL2 (Õ) kûkW 2,2 (Oc ) . (4.65)

Finally, for the last term on the right-hand side of (4.64) we have

|

Z
R2

= |

Z
R2

g(h − x)∇x (ûi (y + rθ (h − x)))2 dh|
(∇x g(h − x))(ûi (y + rθ (h − x)))2 dh|

k∇gk∞ k∇ûk2L2 (Oc ) .

≤

Now let ξ ∈ {y, θ} and i ∈ {1, 2}. Then
|∇ξ
≤ 2|

Z
R2

Z
R2

+|

g(h)(ui (x + h) − ûi (y + rθ (h)))2 dh|

g(h − x)ui (h)∇ξ ûi (y + rθ (h − x))dh|

Z
R2

g(h − x)∇ξ (ûi (y + rθ (h − x)))2 dh|

≤ 2kgk∞ k∇ukL2 (Õ) kûkW 2,2 (Oc ) + k∇gk∞ k∇ûk2L2 (Oc ) .
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We are now in the position to prove Proposition 4.13.
Proof of Proposition 4.13. Let (un , wn ) be a minimizing sequence of (4.57). We
proceed as in the proof of Proposition 4.1: Since Ω is a bounded domain, we
have that
Z Z
Õ

Õc

Z 2π

χ{wn >1} wn (x, y, θ) log wn (x, y, θ)dθdydx

0

(4.66)

is bounded. Hence by [AFP00, Prop. 1.27] (wn )n∈N is equi-integrable. Then we
apply the Dunford-Pettis theorem to obtain that (wn )n∈N is relatively weakly
compact in L1 . We deduce it exists a subsequence, again denoted by wn , which
weakly converges in L1 (Õ × Õc × [0, 2π]) to some w ∈ W. By Lemma 4.14, we
have
that un is uniformly bounded in W 1,2 (Õ). By Lemma 4.15, we have that
R
∇ξ R2 |∇h u(x+h)−∇h û(y +rθ (h))|2 g(h)dh, ξ = x, y, θ, are uniformly bounded
in L1 (Õ× Õ× [0, 2π]). Hence exists a subsequence, again denoted by un , which is
such that un → u almost everywhere and
in L2 (Õ), ∇un → ∇u weakly in L2 (Õ)
R
and, by the theorem of Ascoli-Arzelá, R2 g(h)(∇h un (x+h)−∇h û(y+rθ (h)))2 dh
converges uniformly to some function W (x, y, θ).
By the same argumentation as in the proof of Proposition 4.1, using Mazur’s
Lemma, we obtain an estimate like the one in (4.25) and deduce for n → ∞
that
Z 2π

Z Z
Õ

Z Z

+T
Õ

O˜c

O˜c 0
Z 2π

w(x, y, θ)W (x, y, θ)dθdydx

w(x, y, θ) log w(x, y, θ)dθdydx
0

≤ lim inf E∇,T (un , wn ).
n

Proceeding as in (4.26) we deduce that
E∇,T (u, w) ≤ lim inf E∇,T (un , wn ).
n

(4.67)

2,p
To prove that u ∈ W 1,2 (O)∩Wloc
(O)∩L∞ (O), p ∈ [0, ∞), and w ∈ W 1,∞ (Õ×
× [0, 2π]), let (u, w) ∈ A∇ be a solution to the variational problem (4.57).
Then, by Lemma 4.14, u ∈ W 1,2 (O), and since (u, w) is the minimizer of E∇,T
the Euler-Lagrange equations (4.53) and (4.55) are satisfied. Then in particular
u is a solution of the Poisson equation:

Õc

(

∆u(x) = div v(w)(x), x ∈ O,
u = û,
on ∂O,

(4.68)
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where
Z

Z 2π Z

v(w)(x) =
Õc

R2

0

w(x − h, y − rθ (h), θ)∇rθ (·) û(y)dhdθdy.

(4.69)

Furthermore, w fulfills
1
1
exp − kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g,∇ ,
Z∇,T (u)(x)
T


w(x, y, θ) =



(4.70)

where the normalization factor Z∇,T (u)(x) is given by
Z 2π

Z

Z∇,T (u)(x) =

Õc

0

1
exp − kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g,∇ dθdy.
T




(4.71)

As in the proof of Proposition 4.1 we observe that Z∇,T (u)(x) is bounded and
bounded away from zero by Lemmas 4.14 and 4.15. With equations similar to
(4.29), (4.30) and (4.31) we obtain that w ∈ W 1,∞ (Õ × Õc × [0, 2π]). With this
result and (4.69) we have that v(w) ∈ W 1,∞ (O)2 . Then the solution u of (4.68)
2,p
is in W 1,2 (O) ∩ Wloc
(O) ∩ L∞ (O) for any p ∈ [0, ∞) [AFC11], [GT01].
Remark 4.16. Notice that if a pair (u, w) ∈ A∇ fulfills (4.53) and (4.55) and
if E∇,T (u, w) ≤ C < ∞ then w ∈ W 1,∞ (Õ × Õc × [0, 2π]) and u ∈ W 1,2 (O) ∩
2,p
(O) ∩ L∞ (O) for any p ∈ [0, ∞).
Wloc
Convergence of the alternated minimization scheme
In this section we shall prove the convergence of the alternated optimization
scheme for E∇,T , T > 0, described in Algorithm 4.17. As it is the case for ET ,
T > 0, the presented results hold in the continuous and discrete setting.

Algorithm 4.17 (Alternated minimization of E∇,T ). Initialization: choose u0
with ku0 k∞ ≤ kûk∞ For k ∈ N solve
wk+1 = arg min E∇,T (uk , w),

(4.72)

w∈W

uk+1 = arg min E∇,T (u, wk+1 ).

(4.73)

u∈W 1,2 (O),
u|∂O =û|∂Oc

Under the assumptions made in Proposition 4.13 one may show the following
result:
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Proposition 4.18. The iterated optimization algorithm converges (modulo a
subsequence) to a critical point (u∗ , w∗ ) ∈ A∇ of the energy ET . The solution
obtained satisfies the regularity properties stated in Proposition 4.13, that is
2,p
u∗ ∈ W 1,2 (O) ∩ Wloc
(O) ∩ L∞ (O) for all p ∈ [0, ∞) and w∗ ∈ W 1,∞ (Õ × Õc ×
[0, 2π]).
Proof. Let us show that wk is bounded and bounded away from zero independently of k: Since wk fulfills the Euler-Lagrange equation we have that
1
1
w (x, y, θ) =
exp − kpuk−1 (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g,∇ ,
k−1
Z∇,T (u )(x)
T


k



(4.74)

where the normalization factor Z∇,T (uk−1 )(x) is given by
Z∇,T (uk−1 )(x) =

Z
Õc

Z 2π
0

1
exp − kpuk−1 (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g,∇ dθdy.
T




(4.75)

By Lemma 4.14 uk is uniformly bounded in W 1,2 (O) such that kpuk−1 (x) −
Rθ pû (y)k2g,∇ is uniformly bounded by Lemma 4.15. Therefore exist constants
b > a > 0 and c > 0 which are independent of k such that
a ≤ Z∇,T (uk−1 )(x) ≤ b.
and for any choice of (x, y, θ) ∈ Õ × Õc × [0, 2π]
1
c ≤ exp − kpuk−1 (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2g,∇ ≤ 1.
T




By equations similar to (4.29), (4.30), and (4.31), we have that wk is uniformly
bounded in W 1,∞ (Õ × Õc × [0, 2π]) . Thus, we may extract a subsequence wkj
which weakly converges to some w∗ in Lp for all p ∈ [1, ∞] and ukj converges
weakly to some u∗ ∈ W 1,2 (O).
With a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.10 we obtain
γ

N
X

kwk − wk+1 k22 + E∇,T (uN +1 , wN +1 ) ≤ E∇,T (u0 , w0 ),

(4.76)

k=0

where γ > 0, and deduce that kwk − wk+1 k22 → 0. Hence also wkj +1 weakly
converges to w∗ in Lp for all p ∈ [1, ∞].
As kj → ∞ we have that
wkj +1 = arg min E∇,T (ukj , w)

→

w∗ = arg min E∇,T (u∗ , w),

w∈W
kj

u

w∈W
kj

= arg min E∇,T (u, w )
u∈W 1,2 (O),
u|∂O =û|∂Oc

→

∗

u = arg min E∇,T (u, w∗ ).
u∈W 1,2 (O),
u|∂O =û|∂Oc
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and hence (u∗ , w∗ ) ∈ A∇ is a critical point of E∇,T , such that u∗ is a solution to
the Euler-Lagrange equation (4.55) and w∗ is a solution to the Euler-Lagrange
equation (4.53). By Remark 4.16 we have the stated regularity.

4.3 Conclusion and future perspectives
In this work a variational framework for exemplar-based image inpainting under rotation invariance of the exemplar patches was presented. The framework
is both suited to the case of one-to-one correspondences and probabilistic correspondences. For the application to image inpainting problems the one-to-one
correspondences model proves to be more relevant. However, the given framework shows the connections to other fields in mathematical imaging, namely
image denoising and regularization and provides a basis for unified treatment.
The newly introduced L2 -based error functions which incorporate the rotation invariance of the exemplar patches can be computed using tools which were
developed in this work and efficiently be implemented by FFT-based convolutions.
Let us now briefly depict possible practical and theoretical extensions to the
work presented in this work.
Color images For the treatment of inpainting problems on color images, one
shall define error functions for color patches as the sum of the three scalar
components:
color (pu (x) − Rθ pû (y)) :=

3
X

(pui (x) − Rθ pûi (y)),

i=1

where u : Ω → R3 denotes the color image with three different color channels
ui . The scalar error function  can for instance be chosen as one of the rotation invariant patch error functions introduced in Section 2.1. This choice of
color error function ensures that the image update in the corresponding EulerLagrange equation is accomplished with one correspondence map for all three
channels at the same time, and hence the inpainting information of the three
color channels are matching.
Combining error functions Once the rotation invariant inpainting algorithms are implemented, one can try to combine the patch non-local means and
the patch non-local Poisson scheme to take advantage of the advantages of both
methods. Controlled by a parameter λ one can examine the quality of the results of convex combinations λ of the two error functions N Lmeans (2.2) and
N LP oisson (2.3), i.e.,
λ := (1 − λ)N LP oisson + λN Lmeans .
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In an analysis of this matter in [AFCS11] the authors suggest a convex combination parameter of λ ∼ 0.1.
Multiscale schemes Exemplar-based inpainting methods heavily depend on
the size of the patch which is used for the reconstruction, as we have seen in
Section 3.3. Also, the critical point to which the alternated optimization scheme
converges is in general only a local minimizer. A heuristic to avoid local minimizers is to use a multiscale scheme. The motivation is, that this helps to find
a good initialization at the finest scale and therefore might even save computational cost (cf. Sec. 3.3). At the same time images often contain structures of
different sizes (large structures and detailed textures). The multiscale scheme
incorporates the search over matching structures of different scale and thus
can reproduce these structures properly. Moreover, multiscale schemes are a
common approach in exemplar-based inpainting, cf. [WSI07, KSY09, AFCS11].
Analysis As we have stated before, the ability of exemplar-based inpainting
algorithms to reconstruct structures without exemplars is not well understood.
Motivated by this problem we have introduced the possible rotation of patches
to increase the quality of available patches. Clearly, for certain inpainting
problems this helps to nicely reconstruct the image, see Section 3.3. In a next
step, one should try to quantify the benefit of having the possibility to rotate
patches on the capability to reconstruct structures in the image. First steps into
this direction could be geared to the approach of comparing different inpainting
models in [ALM10, Sec. 7].
Furthermore, an analysis of the patch non-local Poisson scheme for T = 0
should be finalized. This should include a proof of existence of minimizers and
convergence results for following the functional
Z

E∇,0 (u, ν) =

Õ×Õc ×[0,2π]

kpu (x) − Rθ pû (y)k2∇,g dν(x, y, θ),

where
(u, ν) ∈ A∇,0 := {(u, ν) ∈ A0 : u ∈ W 1,2 (O), u|∂O = û|∂Oc }.
Using similar tools as in the proofs of the functionals E0 and E∇,T , T > 0, it
should be possible to prove corresponding results for the above model.
Acknowledgments. The authors thank the Johann Radon Institute for Computational and Applied Mathematics (RICAM) for the hospitality during the
preparation of this work.
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